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Felipe Montoya, who was shot by
Allen, is recovering slowly.
ESCAPED
FROM ASYLUM RETURNED

PATIENT WHO

iriCOMOTIVE EXPL0DE3, CAUS
ING FRIGHTFUL LOSS OF
LIFE

Harry Arnold returned to the city
afternoon, having la charge
Francisco Sandoval, who escaped from
the Territorial Insane Asylum here;
It seems that Sandoval washout walking nnit dav In comDanv with the
inmates of the asylum, when
without any apparent cause, he decided to run away. Ho was brought
to the asylum originally from Las
Corrales. Sandoval was captured yesterday by Sheriff F. P. Perea, of Sandoval county, and was at the time
of his capture at home. The man is
not violently insane, but at the same
time is in such a state of mind as to
make it dangerous for him to be allowed to roam at will. It is
that up to three days
reported
Sandoval was in a normal
ago,
state of mind, hut evidently it
was only a temporary change for
the better. He was brought to the
asylum this afternoon by Mr. Arnold.

this
RtPAIRS

UNDERGOING

WAS

ACCIDENT OCCURS IN ROCK
LAND SHOPS AT SHAWNEE,
OKLAHOMA

MANGLED

BADLY

VICTIMS

EMPLOYE WITHIN RANGE
EITHER KILLED OR SERIOUSLY INJURED

EVERY

Oklahoma City, Dec. 24. One of the
most frightful accidents in the annals
of Oklahoma, which caused the In- tant death of twelve men, fatal injury
to several more and serious injury I
to a score, besides the destruction of RAILROAD EMPLOYE DIES
AT SANTA FE HOSPITAL
property valued at thousands of dollars, occurred at Shawnea, Okla., at
noon today, when a locomotive in the
Harry J. Stanton, who has been a
repair shops of the Chicago, Rock Is- patient at the Santa Fe hospital at
land & Pacific railroad there, blew up. Las Vegas for some time, died this
At the time ot the accident, halt a morning at 6:30 o'clock. Mr. Stanton
dozen machinists were at work on the had been in the employ of the Santa
of their danger, Fe company for some years as office
engine,- unmindful
while upwards of fifty shop employes clerk. For a time he wasemployed
were, at work nearby. Without a mo at the local offices and later went to
ment's warning, the huge steed of El Paso where he resumed his dueteel and tron exploded, either killing ties at the desk. Deceased was twen
or wounding everyone within range
years ot age and had been In
and wrecking the big repair Bhops in the hospital here since November. He
which it was housed.
was a resident of Chicago and was
The victims were badly mangled, a member of the Knights of Pythias,
those killed being unrecognizable. He is survived by a father, T, J. Stan.Fire followed the explosion, adding to ton, who resides in Chicago. The re
the' confusion and retarding the res- mains are being held at the uncue of the Injured who were pinned dertaking parlors of J. C. Johnaen &
under falling debris. However, the Son, awaiting instructions as to what
flmea were soon brought under con- disposition shall be made of the body,
trol.
Tt Is not known what caused the exBASKET
ALBUQUERQUE
BALL TEAM IS COMING
plosion.
A' telegram was received today
OPERATION ONLY CAN
stating that the Albuquerque high
SAVE LIFE OF ALFONSO school basketball team would arrive
in Las Vegas tonight on No. 8, thus
Paris, Dec. 24. The Gil Bias today reaching, here In ample time to be in
print a private communication from good shape for tomorrow afternoon's
Mndrlil, stating that the condition of game with the Las Vegas high school
Kin Alfonso has created the gravest team which will be played at the Na- anxiety In court circles In Spain and tional Guard armory. The game will
t.nnt anotner operation Is imperative be called at 3:30 o'clock. The admis- in rr4ir to save the king's life.
sion will be 50 and 25 cents and there
The exact nature of the king's
will be ample room to accommodate
has been concealed from the a big crowd. As this is the first out
public. It Is understood, however, of town game of the season, it Is
that 'he post-nasparts and Inner eari hoped by those in charge ,that there
are affected.
will be a large attendance, as the ex
pense of bringing the . Albuquerque
team here will be considerable, which
A PRELIMINARY HEARING
IS GIVEN CHARLES ALLEN expense must be borne by the local
team. Preceding the big game there
Yesterday afternoon before Justice will be a contest between the girlsj
of (h Feace Felipe Baca y Garcia on team of the Normal University and
the West side, Charles Allen, who fig- the high school. Physical Director
ured In a sensational shooting scrape Yerbury of the Y. M. C. A. will ofin the Bridge saloon last Saturday ficiate as referee.
flight, was given a prelimlnaiy hear- BRYAN TAKEN
SUDDENLY .
ing.
ILL, BUT RECOVERS
Atlen entered a plea of guilt to the
j
Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 24. The
charge of carrying a concealed wea-'- ,
of William Jennings Bryan,
condition
pen end was fined $50 and cojsts which who was
taken
suddenly ill here yeshe paid. Allen was also arraigned on
was so greatly improved this
two other charges, one of assault with terday,
that he decided to leave
a deadly weapon, and the other, dls- - morning
during the afternoon for Miami.
ty-si- x
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Victoria, B.

LIVES LOST

C. Dec. 24.

The steamIt Is estimated, the loss of
arrived lifewill exceed two thousand.
here last hlgTit, brings the first news
of tremendous loss of life off Korea
C. Butler, manager of the Las
and Japan by severe gales. 81
huvega
today pre- drvd twenty Korean fishing vessels sented
each employe of the company
were wrecked off GInpo, south of Hum with a check for $5 as a
Christmas
Yonir, while In northeastern
Korea i gift. It is needless to add that the
uiuie man uau oi a mg nsnwg iieeticnecks were duly appreciated.

er Empress of ' !frd!'a,;'

who cut the wira entanglements with
their machetes. Many were either
killed or wounded in these encounters.
General Chamorro, who looks like
a typical North. American regular
trooper, and General Diaz, exposed
themselves with reckless bravery,
walking erect amid a hail of bullets
and directing the fire ot their men,
but insisting that the men keep un- e
der cover whenever possible. As
approached and the enemy still
resisted, after repeated assaults, the
wavered from physical
Insurgents
exhaution, though their courage never
failed. But for the timely arrival ot
General Mena, It Is quite possible the TORRENTIAL RAINS CAUSE SOME
MADE THIS ASCENT LIKE HE FIERCEST FIGHTING IN HISTORY outcome of the battle would have been
GREAT PROPERTY L08- OF CENTRAL AM ERICA
wholly different. Indeed at one time
FOUND THE NORTH
8es
the position of the insurgents was
OCCURRED THERE
POLE
600
desperate. How Mena and his
"
men covered the last two miles
YEARS.
him- WORST
IN
General
the
the
brush,
CLAIMS GENERAL HENA SAVED DAY through
PROOF OF
NO
cloth
The
to
unable
explain.
self, is
(.
ing of the men was a, most torn from
in the desperate rush, TOWNS INUNDATED ANb HOUSES
ON VERGE OF DE- their bodies
FINDINGS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE INSURGENTS
without
hesitation,
they charged
but
SWEPT AWAY BY RAGING .
FEAT WHEN REINFORCEBRAND HIM MONUMENTAL
when they arrived at the Bcena ot
WATERS
MENTS ARRIVED
battle and yelling at the top ot their
LIAR
voices and in the face of a furious
fire, plunged over the trenches oltha PORTUGAL
SUFFERS'-ALSO
BANS-TO-M- D
CONFLICT
enemy.
DISGRACED
DOCTOR FURTHER
In ten minutes it was all over,
but It was a bloody ten minutes on UNPRECEDENTED PRECIPITATION!
DISboth Tsides. Scores were killed
ON BOTH SIDES
EXPELLED FROM WELL KNOWN SOLDIERS
THERE DOES INCALCULABLE
tha wonnded covered the
PLAYED RARE COURAGE DURHISTORICAL SOCIETY BY
DAMAGE
threw
the
of
enemy
Hundreds
hill.
ING ENGAGEMENT
UNANIMOUS VOTE
down their arms and plead for quartv
lnt1
er and Gen. Gonzales, to save needMadrid, Cec. 24. Rainstorms
Dec. 24.
Blueflelds, Nicaragua,
less slaughter, Bignaled that he bad the provinces ot Salamanca and Leon
New York, Dec. 24. The committee
details of the Battle of surrendered.
of the Explorers' Club, - which has Complete
have caused the most disastrous flooda
Rnma are now known. The victory
Dr.
experienced ; in Spain in fifty years.
been Investigating the claim of
as
.
has
Rescue
to
was
Uncle Sam
of the Insurgents
complete
The towns ot Burgos Amora, Vallado-li- d
Frederick Cook that he reached the been claimed bv them. After two
Washington, Dec. 24. To relieve
and Bilboa have suffered the
summit of Mount McKlnley, today re- days' fighting, the fiercest Central the starvation of the captured soldiers
houses
ported to the board of governors that American has ever known in her of Zelaya's army at Rama and to fur most. In these "tqwns miny towns
after an exhaustive investigation it history. General Estrada on Tuesday nish much needed aid to the soldiers have been swept awqy. Several
In the etricken district ara
failed to find any evidence to support wined out the enemy,
Jfcx,if
of both the Nicaraguan government
Dr. Cook's claim.
j
Of Zelaya's army of 3,000 men, but
light owing to the tiiimdattorv
and
forces
the
whw:
' The Explorers' Club by a unanimous E00
insurgent
ena, electric iigni piatp
escaped. The killed and wounded
vota this afternoon adopted the re- on both sides number 600, while wounded in the battle near Raihi.,ue
Or
drowned in tha lower part of Ciudad
port of the committee and Dr. Cook 1S00 government troops surrendered United States government today
was expelled from membership. This after a desperate resistance. Three dered tha Cruiser Prairie, now at Col Rodrlgo. Fifty houses wera carried
is the first time any member baa been HotchkisB and 4 Maxim guns, 2,000 on, to take on board five thousand dol from their foundations there and tWri
T.
rifles and 1,000,000 rounds of ammu lars worth of staple supplies tovbe se death roll will probably ba
so 'dishonored.
large. V
cured by funds of the American Red
nition were included in the booty.
The Termes river, north of Satpay
General
Men
Luis
Cross
and
a
and
his
with
all
poasociety
troops
proceed
Cook's Record Sent Back.
manca, has overflowed itB basks,
arrlved at the scene of the engar Jsible hasta to Blueflelds. This action
the greatest amount of dan- Washington, Dec. 24. The report
causing
was taken at the urgent request of age.;
of the University of Copenhagen ad- Auub jUOb as LUO UailJQ WCUS 111 g
Troops have been sent to Salabalance
and
In
the
favor
turned
tide
verse to the claims of Dr. Frederick
Captain Shipley, of the Cruiser Des manca to aid In the work of resA. Cook as to the attainment of the of the insurgents. Six Americans par Moines, now at tfiueneias, who re cue. All the railroad lines have been
North Pole, is now on its way to ticipated in the battle, operating the ports that the captured Z&aya army washed out
this country for the guidance of rapid firing guns. Only one of them is starving. Ha also said there was
scientific investigation in the United, was wounded, a man by the name of grave danger of an epidemic. Captain
Floods In Portugal.
BSJihford, who received three bullets
States.
Is minimizing this danger as
Shipley
s
Dec. 24. The risers in Port-;a- l
Lisbon,
A cablegram was received here to- In his left leg.
much as possible by a thorough clean
are
torrents, 'iollowing aa
After
raging
the
trenches
had
been
Zeiaya
of the town. The secretary of the
day from the university by Prof. How-aH- l
unprecedented rainfa1! The property
shelled they were taken by assault. ing took Instant action.
Gore, chairman of the sub-codisA
cable
navy
damage will reach into the thousands
re several women patch, authorizing the
mittee appointed by tha National m lne lrencnel
loading ot the of dollars. No loss of lira has so fax
In
a
their
lives
Prererrel
risking
was' sent and
Prairie with
Geographical society, to conduct thelwho
beei reported. ,
(?,.
V
to starvation In camp. These the American supplies,
Red Cross Society apinvestigation under the auspices of conflIct
that organization, announcing that women wera armed with rifles and pealed to, those officials readily agree- MARK
TWAIN'S DAUGHTER
the university had forwarded Its re- fought courageously. One of them was ing to bear the expense of the supDROWNS If0-1- ? s A ffUB
port to the society. That report will wounded and later brought to a hos- plies from their general emergency
pital here. A large portion of the fund.
be con3ldered by the,
Miss Jean
Redding, Conn.fJec.
but on the original observations of prisoners were found to be mere boys,
Madriz Has Resigned?
the gifted flafagliter of Sam
Dr. 'Cook, will, as he says, hinge the many of them under 16 years of age.
A rumor gained currency here to- Clemens,
uel L. Clemens, "Mark Twain," was
They accepted defeat as though it day that President Jose Madrlz
verdict of the
of found drowned in a batif tub in Mr.
was very welcome.
Tha second day's fighting began at Nicaragua had resigned. Efforts to Clemen's mansion in this city to9 o'clock in the morning. The first traca its source were unavailing al- day.
OPTIC WILL OBSERVE
ft is believed that Miss Clements
day's conflict had driven the enemy though the representatives of the Esback
to the main fortifications in trada party in this city had written was seized with an attack of epilepsy
CHRISTMAS AS HOLIDAY
the village of Recree, where for three word to the same effect. They how while taking a bath and drown while
weeks they had been stringing barb- ever, vouchsafe nothing definite, nor in convulsions. She had been a sufcus- Following a
ed wire fence and digging trenches. could other Central American diplo- ferer from epilepsy for a number of
torn, The Optic will observe
years.
position was very strong, but mats.
f Christmas as a holiday, as will Their
the provisionals, who believed they
also the merchants, banks and
CAT OVERTURNS LAMP;
the oppressive rule of Madrlz, CARDINAL SATOLLI ON
,
f other business establishments of faced
In
EIGHT ARE INCINERATED
p tha only other alternative
DEATH BED IS BELIEF
the city and town. There will be
event
defeat
humiliation
of
the
the
"'
f no publication of The Optic Sat- intervention by the United States,
Ilillsville, Pa., Dec. 24. The explo
Rome, Dec. 24. The. condition rof
f urday, the employes being given f of
bore themselves with a valor that Cardinal. Satolll became suddenly sion of a coal oil lamp in. the homB
f a full day m which to partake of should forever relieve them from the worse today through a complication of Santano Cierbo here early today,
f joys that attend Christmas. The charge of being comic, opera soldiers. of blood poisoning with, nephritis from pused the. death of eight persons
f holiday, with Sunday, will give Zelaya's soldiers frequently lefth.e which he is suffering. The cardinal f.ai the serious Injury of two others.
Santano Cierbo, his wife, two daughf the employes two days' vacation f trenches and, advancing throo',
'
is near death.
ters and a son, and three Italian
d
.in which to celebrate. On Mon- jungles, met the insurgents in
t-- day a big and better paper than f
boarders, lost their lives. A cat Is
conflicts. These clashes were
KANSAS BANK GUARANTY
followed by a retreat to the trenches
supposed to have upset a lamp while
f ever will be issued.
RECEIVES DEATH BLOW the inmates of the house wera sleepand an advance by the provisionals
Topeka, Kan., Dec. 2i The Kansas ing.
bank guaranty law received a knock
out blow from Judge Pollock of the
Miss Katie Gacdara, one of the
federal court herd today. In granting sales ladles in the emporium ot Walter
4
two Injunctions, Judge Pollick held Blerman, is reported to be quite ill
the law invalid.
at her home on tha West side,
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limcharging firearms within the city
its. In botlx latter Instances he waived examination and was held to the
grand jury in the sum ot $1,503 hall.
Allen Btated he could secure thi
bond at Wagon Mound, and In company with Deputy. Sheriff Enrique
Sena, left for that place this afternoon
tc secure bondsmen.
At the hearing. District Attorney C.
W. G. Ward appeared for the territory
and Attorney W. B. Bunker for the

DOZEN MEN

if.
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T

'

:

.

)

WE-PRIN-

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 24. Eight dreds who were at work below the
men were killed and the lives ot 400 ground.
others Imperiled by an explosion of
Within five minutes of the first s
in Mine A, of the Chicago & ports of the explosion all the miners
Carterville Coal company, at Herrln, in the immediate vicinity were start
r
111., lata yesterday.
if v. ed- toward the surface and on the re
Open lamps carried by the mine turn trips of the cages, rescuers were
engineers and assistants caused the ' lowered to entries 7 and 8 west,
disaster, according to a long distance where the catastrophe took place,
telephone message from the mine of- Among the dead were W. T. Pierce,
fice to the Associate Press. There mine engineer; Eugene Barrett, i aswere three men and a boy in this sistant engineer, and Thomas Williams, assistant engineer.
party and all lost their lives.
Robert Huston, manager, headed tkt
Prompt action by the management
resulted in the safe exit of the hun- - first relay of rescuers.
j

j

SALT LAKE, DECLARES

re-ga-

'

Salt Lake City.,' ptah, Dec. 24. "It
can be positively said' that the
Johnson
championship fight will
be held in Salt Lake." This statement
was made by Tex RIckard today
shortly after his arrival in this city.
"I have been assured by leading
business men of this city that there
will be no officiaj Interference with

the fight," he

-

Jeffries--

!

t

3'

"1

RWilD

Continued, "and on that
assurance I aid going r'.' t ahead with
the preliminary arrangements." RIckard said that the ftr'it would be held
in the Salt Palace t ucer track, Jilch
will be enlarged. He expects the contest to draw f200,000 in gate receipts
with the prices of seats ranging from
five to fifty dollars each.
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KEN LOCOMOTIVE
PILE DRIVER FO:i
SANTA FE'S USE
IT SIGNIFIES

MOST MODERN DEVELOPMENT IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

IT
'

'
,

.,

, 4

IS

SELF-PHQPELLI-

Machine Can Pull Load at Thirty
Miles on Hour 'Built Entirely of
Steer With Steel Castings Can be
Used L a "a Switch Engine and Is
Built to Traverse Mountain Grades
t With Comparative Ease.

table. xIt la very Important that a pile
driver should be able to turn end for
end or else to irork at either end Indifferently. The latter plan requires that
the boiler and pila driving machinery shall be mounted upon a swinging
deck which can be turned through a
full circle and reach either end of the
car. This plan has been thoroughly
tested and la satisfactory a far as tlle
driving is concerned, but makes it im
possible to get sufficiently powerful
and reliable propelling gear between
the engines and the trucks.
In tie new machine the pile driving
apparatus is mounted on the car body,
where it can work at one end only.
thus obtaining the powerful propelling
drive. To reverse the machine the
hydraulic jack is attached underneath
the car and under the center of grav
ity of entire structure.
it is truiy a great piece of ma
chinery.
.

There has just been placed in the
RAILROAD NOTES
bridge engineering department of the
Engineer Kirk la back at his duties
' ' Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
one oi mo. .most efficient and latest on engine No. 1203.
J. A. Talley, division foreman, spent
wivi .... ' ' lyiiij
"
i flic U11TC1
iat is self propelling and has the the day In the Gate city on company
business.
power and action of a modern locoConductor Hetzler and crew handled
motive. In consideration of its size and
train No. 704, the local Into Las Ve
duties oh the road.
last nght.
;
,f This new machine has" special gas
Jake Brito, coppersmith, at the local
claims to consideration as a new dewas off duty' yesterday on ao
velopment of mechanical engineering shops,
in the unusual arrangement and, count of sickness.
Engineer Whitlock 'Is at the throttla
., strength of the self propelling mech- of
engine No. 1224 while Engineer
. anism and in the eelf contained
hy
draulic! turntable whereby the entire Parnell Is off duty.
Engineer Ed Sears haa reported for
machine, including trucks, is quickly
on engine No. 1200 relieving En
lifted; clear of the rails and turned duty
C. C. Roberta.
glneer
,
end for end.
Conductor Swallow and crew had a
This new Bucyrus locomotive pile
to Ojita yesterday to pick
driver, as it is called, was designed "backup",
to meet the requirements of the Santa up a train for the east
Conductor E. Blair and crew hand
'
Fe. The road haa been wanting ' a
a stock train out of thla place yea
led
good machine to climb the big moun- tain grades, hauling ita own carsi and terday for eastern markets.
Engineer "Bill" Bailey has been astools and doing the work that the old
to regular duty on engine No.
wuxc eiun engine crews were reqiurea signed
to do. In this new locomotive pile 380 on the Hot Sprlng3 run.
Nick Dillon, operator at Ribera, .Is
driver the Santa Fe has just what
has tlfipn tfimnnrlpH fnr
ilma onil In the city spending the holidays with
it Is the pride of the bridge building his mother, Mrs. J. S. Dillon.
Conductor Eastman and crew of the
department.
service handled No. 7 into Laa
freight
Not only this, but it is one of the
new developments! in mechanical en- - Vegas from La Junta last night.
Conductor R. R. Reardon of the RaT
CinAPrlnC in
.1
ihlx
..Aiinlfif
1 IL
U U 11 I J .
Lit
.1 l
ill"
'
ton division la absent from his car
ways the Santa Fe that, takes TinM of
the new railroad propositions over the these days on account of sickness.
Conductor Leeper and crew were
country and even though some fail,
the majority; of the good that comes called into the passenger service last
from the tests is an advantage to the night handling No. 9 out of this place.
E. Warrick and D. Kelly are two
Santa Fe in every . way financially
a
new
fixtures with the Santa Fe comend otherwise.
j
of
The old self propelling pile drivers, pany at this place in the capacity
'
firemen.
-

v-

i
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whipped around a sharp curve. He
landed on a pile of rocks, but escaped
with a broken leg and a few minor
bruises. He was picked up and hurried to the hospital in tha Duke city.
His conditions la reported satisfactory.
Holding that the railroads had made
such showing that if their contentions
were sustained by evidence they
would be entitled to the relief sought
Judge. John H. Cotteral In the United
States circuit court at Guthrie granted
temporary Injunctions
restraining
State Auditor Trapp of Oklahoma
from collecting the gross revenue tax
of a tenth of 1 per cent from the Santa
Fe, the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe,
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the
Rock Island and the St. Louis & San
Francisco railroad companies. The
railroads contended the collection of
this tax would subject them to double
taxation, aa they were already taxed
the limit on their physical property.
The case is to come up for trial soon
after the holidays.

NEW
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NEWS
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J. A. Baily who was recently bumpaverage railroad, are only capable
ed from engine No. 1202 by Fireman
HI.--..
iiice wnui,
at work, but' from the- C. L. Comatock, has reported for duty
. f
engine No. 1650.
ia A iifcVyjain capacity as well as
Earl
Jones will occupy the desk of
gme power uiusi nave a locomotive m
clerk at the local shops relievconstant attendance. This requires an nght Glen
K. Reed who will probably
extra crew of men for the propelling ing on aa
go
night hostler.
Jot the locomotive and is a' constant Conductor Swallow and crew hand
drain on the available motive power led regular No. 8 into this point last
V
of the system. The services of J.
night while Conductor Fugata and
'
comotive in this work is, xAoally crew handled stub No. 8.
charged against the bridge department
G. B. Smith formerly employed at
of the Santa Fe at a rate of from $20 this
place In the road service of the
to $30 per day.
,'
Fe is in the city visiting for a
Santa
After having used several of the old- few
days during the holidays.
er self propelling machines those of C. H. Blaine has been employed by
the ordinary type A. , F. Robinson, the Santa Fe company at this place
A
bridge engineer of .the Santa Fe sy- as porter and has been assigned to
stem, prepared specificationa calling duty with Conductor Mulhern's crew.
for a pile driver of much higher pro
Owing to the congestion of cars at
um icauucu m
pelling puwer.
Hebron yesterday Conductor Maitland
designing by the Bucyrua company of was called Into service to aaaiat In rethe marine mentioned and i the ma- - lieving the crowded condition of the
me Aat has been nlaced irii actlva
JLnrk nn thftitrhlsnn Tnnelca & Santa tracks.
Brakeman Hollenbeck who was resysteik , '
cently
employed as brakeman out of
fhls 4v car Is 40 feet long, built Laa
is going over the division
Vegas
; entirellfsteel
and steel castings. On
hla first trip with Contoday
making
i'l the front xis mounted - the
swinging ductor Stuart.
i frame, Consisting of a pair of parallel Conductor
Rainey and crew unloaded
trusses Supporting the leaders at one twenty-fou- r
cars of stock at the local
end and a counterweight at the other stock
yards yesterday under the suend with the necessary parts for praisof J. B. Floyd, foreman of
pervision
ing and 'lowering the leaders and the stock yards.
swinging the entire frame to the right
Brakeman Sample of the second disor left at risht angles to the main
trict,' is off duty here on account of
bodyof the car.
sickness. Brakeman Ratcliff will do
The main engines in the car are
on the long drags in place ot
duty
equipped with double cyllndera and Brakeman Sample.
the socalled Stephenson link motion.
Fritz Sena, engine inspector at the
These engines are most powerful. Wth
who mashed his foot recently
shops
the fast gear on lsvei or moaen
by dropping an eccentric strap on ii,
loads
and
moderate
with
grades
is abie to be at his duties again after
macMne can readily be driven aji 2
off for several days.
rBiUS
miles per hour and has been driven at
The wr,ecker in charge of Car Fore
35 miles per hour. With , the 4 slow
man Wm. Lewis returned to the city
gear the engines are powerful eflbugh yesterday from Rogers Bend where it
to Blip the two driving axles and (thus had been
picking up the wreck which
obtain all the tractive force thatcan occurred
at that point.
recently
be had, with about 80,000 pounds
Conductor W. L. "Beany" Ward who
weight on the drivers. ,
formerly run trains on the second di
The machine can thus be used ef- vision but at present doing duty on
fectively as a switching engine and the first district la in the city spendwill readily haul lts4own weight with
ing the Christmas holidays and' Inci
considerable additional load over dentally visiting among his many for
grades of 1 2 per cent or more. The mer acquaintances.
acceptance test of the first machine
Owing to the heavy traffic over the
built was a run of 32 miles up a grade
Mexico division It has become
New
"averaging 75 feet to the mils, with a
to put on another freight
necessary
mile.
97
to
the
bf
feet
.. iuaximum
Those
crew.
assigned to regular dutv
V'IH order toprovlde necessary steam
were Conductor Bruce, Brake-metoday
requirefor
(these propelling
capacity
Goodrich and D. O. Dibble. These
ments, the boiler Is nearly three tlmea men
have been assigned to car No.
the. size of, those ordinarily furnished 20334
of the "palace car" line.
loot
is
for pile, drivers. The boiler
Conductor Patterson of the Santa
comotive type, 54 Inches In diameter,
35 inches long, having about 800 feet Fe, who has been running on a copl
of heatinfTsurfacand designed for train between Cerrilloa and Madrid,
e
175 pom iUf pressure,-- Thla pressure la at St. Joseph's hospital in Albimuer-qua
broken
whic',
from
on
leg
steam
suffering
Is requife inly for
economy
a
accident He
propelling Ams as the engines are so he sustained inon peculiar
rear
the
was
platform of
movements
standing
he"
ordinary
.3rge that allt
to his tri'n.
of the machine can be made with a the way car attached
which was on the scoop grade between
pressure bf 100 pounds. - c
was thrown
- One of the
i
striking featurea of this Madrid and Cerrlllos, and the train
.new pile driver ia the hydraulic turn from the plutform when
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Governor Curry has appointed A. M.
Edwards of Farmington, San Juan
:
county, a notary public.
Governor Curry, Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero, Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford and Captain of
the Mounted Police Fred Forniff went
10 Aiouquerque weanesaay and re
turned Thursday.
The tuberculosis teat of all dairy
cattle in the Santa Fe district has been
COmnlpfpfl And nnfv a olnrrl
AtonmA
uiocaocu
animal
was
in- found
in
the
entire
.
specuon district of E. E. Van Horn, of
Santa Fe. Mr. Van Horn yesterday
lnspected a shipment of cattle made
by S. M. Reeves of Stanley, southern
Santa Fe county, to Santa Fe.
The Insurance department of the
territory has passed upon and approv- ed forty-fou- r
forms of policies for the
Eauitable Life Insurance snrlotv nt
New York and forty-fiv- e
forms for the
Pacific Mutual Life insurance com
pany of Los Angeles to be issued after January 1, 1910, and the limited
payment life form of the Germanic
Life Insurance company.
A company of the First Regiment
of Infantry of the National guard haa
been mustered' in at Tucnmrarl.
Quay county, by Acting Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes, with Otto F.
cuier as captain; a. r. Littleton, first
lieutenant and Frank H. Donohue as
second HeutenantUnder the Dick bill
58 men are necessary before a company can be taustered ln.
Injected cattle under quarantine
have no right on'the public range with
clean cattle according to a decision
handed down in .Rosweli this wek by
Judge W. H. Pope of the district court.
Judge Pope ordered an injunction
against the' defendants in the case of
C. W. Merchant and
Sons, against
Christmas and Williams, according to
which defendants cannot let their cattle, which are now under government
quarantine, run south of the drift fence
which runs east from the Pecos rlyer
to the Texas line in Eddy county, New
Mexico.' The petitioners say they
have spend forty thousand dollars im
proving the range, south of this fence, i
The injunction holds only until the
defendants' cattle are dipped.
.

--
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Pleasures Which Anticipation
Paints Seldom Fully Realized
Who of us, no matter how old in
years, is not still young enoueh to
sympathize In spirit with the child
who, in these
days,
takes a calendar and crosses off oae
one the dates as hey go by to
Christmas! Each cross means "one
day less," and pleasantly In the mind
of the child Anticipation plays, with
its pictures of the Joys and the glor- of the great day to come. Visions
there are of frosted cakes and candles
burning, of a tree laden with gifts,
of a new Buit perhaps; of Christmas
parties and what not; in short, of a
day which, from its dawn till bed- and bedtime comes later than
on Christmas is one long, grand
series of delights.
That is anticipation;
and some- times all of the fine, pictures it con- Jures up are realized and sometimes
they are not. Even ln the latter case,
however, the pleasures of the unre- alized prospect were themselves real.
That ln itself, was something. In
fact, It was a great deal, for, after
all, the chief delights of life are the
immaterial, the flowers which fancy
strews, the quiet satisfaction of the
mind which takes pleasure in its own
creationg
It is an old, old saying that antici-'a- r
is never fully equaled by the
things which a realization of one's
hopes bring to pass. That indeed, is
I
ii.li. Always imagination -keeps
luevuauie.
a lltt'Av aTipoiI v. uoi CU4U OVIAJTT iI Li ICO
a lone way. "
Take the schoolboy, who looks for-ward to the Christmas party. The
great day of all to him Is the last
day of school, when he is to be eman- cipated from the slavery of the class- room and can, nnrebuked, make the
welkin ring with that schoolboy clas- ,

L

Ic:
No more Latin,, no more French,
No more sitting on a hardwood

bench.
There is no sweet young about-to-b- e
debutante who looks more fondly
forward to the triumph of the coming-ou- t
party, no caged bird who pint's
more to fly north again into tue
green woods and the glad sun than
the boy who, for months, has bi"tn.
as he firmly believes, applying him
self to his books to the endanger-ment of his health, anticipates
the
-

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
Kabeyrolle,
CONCEPTION

freedom of the vacation. And yt,
when the vacation comes, aa llkelv as
not he w,u find MmseM with long
Deriods ot irksome idleness hanging
neav"y upon his hands, and will dis-b- y
cover tllat' after 8ll there ia a real
Pleas"re in work which is not to be
founl ln doing nothing. With him, as
w,tn those of us who are grown up,
antlcipation has had the greater por-le- s
tltm of real Pleasure,
For wltn men and women Is It not
tno same, only in a different way.
We lo9k forward perchance to the
tlme when we Bna'l have a fireside
and
taDle
e
our own;, when,
,ng done our o81 to earn what,
u completely deserves
naPs' none
tne love of a good woman or of a
noble man we marry and then weigh
tne realization of it on the same
cales on which we balance against It
the toni anticipations to which our
fancy dreams had given shadowy

'

form8-

pastor.

a. m.; second
Sunday school ln
English and Spanish at 3 p. m., la
Spanish at 1:30 p. m. Rosary and
benediction of the blessed sacrament

First mass at
mass at 10 a. m.

at

for English speaking
Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
a. m.; for Spanish speakon Thursday 4 p. m., and
at 9 a. m.

Hymns rendered bf
under the direction of th
Third mass at
Sisters of Loretto.
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses-iGregorian chant or In music,
rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction.

children.

n

SCIENCE SOCIETY
CHRISTIAN
Regular services every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. All are welcome.

-

But tne scales may not balance!
To often, Indeed, they do not In tha.J
novels f romance the story ends Just

wnere llre ,n reality begins, and the
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
concluding line, written or implied, W. O. W. hall Eighth street
18 that
"tney llved happily ever after
Sunday school and church services
ward. But do they? Not alwayB, alas: at th3 usual hours-- At the 11 o'clock-rervlcfrom always. And. then retrospec-patlo- n
Dr. B. S. Gowen will occupy
tlon come3 ,n and plays its part in
Members and friend .1 of
the
pulpit.
our discontentment, and- the dreams
the congregation Invited to attend.
tnat conJ
"8- '
Raise only now a melancholy wish
Presbyterian' church
We were the little triflers once
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
,
again
avenue and Tenth street
Who could be pleased so lightly.
Morning worship and sermon at 11
But these are pessimistic thoughts
for the Christmas seaBon. Out upon o'clock; Bible study and Sunday school
session at 9:45 a. m. Young People's
them! Let anticipation run riot and
at 6:45 p. m. The church exretrospect take care of itself when the societya
most hearty welcome to all .
time comes. And if honesty and good tends
intention are back of dreams which people. Strangers and sojourners ia
our fancy weaves, and our hands and jthe city especially welcome.
brains endeavor to realize for us, the
FIRST METHODIST-EPISCOPAJretrospect will not be without its own
cor. Eighth street and Na'
church,
hues.
golden
tional avenue, E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday School at 9:45. Morning
"When a fellow proposes to a girl,"
servie at 11 o'clock. Junior
preaching
says the Cynical Bachelor, "he might
2:30. Union Young Peoat
League
as well promise to be her slave. He'll
ple's meeting at 6:30. - Preaching ser
have to come to It, anyhow."
vice at 7:30. Rev. Samuel Blair, D. ?
A woman generally has an old rose D., of Albuquerque will occupy tha
both morning and evening.
put away that would be very romantic pulpit
A cordial invitation is extended
l
i she could remember how it hapto attend any or all of these serpened.
e
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to-al-

vices.

II woman U strong and healthy in a womanly wav, motherhood means to her but little suffering . The trounle lies
in the fact that the many women suffer from weakness and
disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
for motherhood. This ean be remedied.

Sunday-Decembe-

'

.

Dr. Pierce's Fayorite
Prescription

Cures the weaknesses and disorders of women.
It acts . direotlr on the delicate and important
organs concerned in motherhood, making them
healthy, strong, rigorous, virile and elastic
"favorite Prescription" banishes the i dispositions of the
period of expectancy and make baby a advent easy and
almost painless. It quickens and vitalizes the feminine
organs, and insures
healthy and robust baby. Thousands oi women haw
testified to ita marvelous merits.
Makes Weak Women Strom.
It Makes Sick Women Well.
Honest druggists do not offer substitutes, and urge them upon vou as " lust
as good." Accept no scoret nostrum in place of this
remedy. It
contains not a drop of alcohol and not a grain of
g
or injurious
drugs. Is a pure glyceric extract of Heihng, native American roots.
,

non-secr-

habit-formin-

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National avenue. East Las Vegas, N. M.
Services Christmas Day and
26, 1909. Christmas
Day:
Holy Communion 7:30; Holy Communion and sermon 11:00. Sunday
after Christmas Day: Holy Communion 7:fi0; Sunday School 9:45; morn
ing prayer and sermon 11:00. Every

If you desire a clear complexion
take Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation and liver trouble as It will stimulate these organs and thoroughly
cleanse your system, which la what everyone needs ln order to feel well. Red
Cross Drug Co. and O, Q. Schaefer.
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communicant is urged to communa at
this holy seaaon.
This church Is open dally for private prayer and meditation.

..
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CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS, Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor.
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
8 a. m.
Sermon ln English for the

per-usu-

Strong Healthy Women

IIS

7

7:30 p. m.

Catechism
children on
Saturday 10
ing children
on Saturday

hav-tim-

'
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PULPIT AND CHOIR LOFT

TO OUR, MANY FRIENDS AND PATRONS
IS THE SINCERE WISH OF

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

CHRISTMAS PRGGRAMS

FRIDAY,

MILLIONAIRE FINANCES WAR

DECEMBE :r

1

901

AT LOCAL CHURCHES

For Evening. Hours

f

SOCIETY

n

AGAINST THE WHITE PLAGUE

"

The 'JPstfF,

'Lamp

The various churches of Las Vtgs
Entertainment.
Delightful
will this evening and tomorrow even-nln- g
Those who were fortunate enough
give Bpeclal programs for their
to get tickets for the reading room en- sr
Some of the sweetest hour! of home-fif- e
Sunday schools. One of the most inwere
S.
ertainment at the Y. M. C. A. laat
John
V.
and
Phipps
DeForest
trus
24.
The
Dec.
under the gentle, kindly light of the eve- - '
Philadelphia,
passed
teresting programs will he that of
comight enjoyed an unusual treat. The
.
the Methodist Episcopal church to- tees of the University of Pennsyl some of the members of this
ning lamp.
program was given by Prof. De Lano,
morrow, Saturday evening. It follows vania have announced that Henry mission.
If it be the Kayo Lamp, the light contributes s
in
The Johns Hopkins University
his wife and son, of Los Angeles, and
In detail:
an added charm makes reading and sewing easy.
founder of the Phlpps Insti Baltimore received $30,000 from Mr. consited of selections on the guitar,
Christmas Entertainment at the M. Phipps,
There are no aching eyes after reading or sew
estab
to
tute in this city, has given $500,000 Phipps In 1907 with which
""
mandolin and banjo, and character
E. Church.
under the ray j of the. Rayo Lamp.
ing
'
... Orchestra to the university to carry on the fight lish a tuberculosis hospital. toEndowOverture
songs. The artists had a refined,
white
diffuses
a
The
light.
steady
Rayo Lamp
the
appearance, and their
Song, "Praise Ye the King" . . Chorus waged against tuberculosis. The pres- ments have been providedfor
It is the least trying of any artificial light Made
the pleasing of the
and
erected
by
in
chares
Disced
paid
ent
will
he
hospitals
...
institute
Lesson
Anderson
Olive
instruments
stringed
Scripture
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
r
-- .suit,Chorus of the university trustees and a new millionaire.
central draught burner.
Song, "Christ Is King"
brought sounds of hearty applause
Godfather.
SevFairy.
.Part One Given By the Kindergarten hospital will be constructed at
from the enthusiastic audience after
The Rayo is a
lamp, buf you cannot
Mr. Phlpps' most noted
previous each number. The manner in which
enth and Lombard streets, where the
Department.
get a better lamp at any price.
was
war
f ,
In
disease
the
of
against
treatment
and
gift
Cradle
prevention
Btudy,
Hymn"
Song, "Luther's
the professor rendered some of the
him
last
made
ana
Once
of
$1,000,000
a Rayo user, always one
that
by
Primary Claa3 tuberculosis will be continued.
classical numbers was a surprise to
John
Dealer EyttUniversity
If Not t Your. Write far
now
to
the
Hopkins
are
year
new
EllBworth
being
Loraine
Zrerj
for
the
building
Greetings
the audience. It Is not often that such
, Descriptrra Circular to the Nearest Agency ot tii
mental
cure
for
a
of
for
the
architect.
York
New
a
study
Flshhurn
Viola
drawn
Kecitatlon
by
music is produced on the guitar and
'
f ' C0NTJJSENTAL OH C0MPABY
Mr. Phlpps bought this property a diseases, principally insanity. It was
"Sing a Song of Christmas" ....
banjo.
of
announcement
(Incorparatad)
Laura Earlckson couple of years ago, paying $1,000,000 said that at the time
Santa's Lunch" .... Coleman Castle for 'it. Tha hospital will occupy a the donation was made, that Mr.
Dance at Commercial Club
of
Duet, "Better Be Good," Josephine . square block and will be situated in Phipps was inspired by the fate of
The
dance given at the parlora of
murderer
,'
O'Malley and Loraine EllBworth the most densely populated part of Harry K. Thaw, the
Commercial
the.
club on Wednesday
Stanford
the
White;
,
confines
of
Jenkins
Within
Ruth
the
this
Recitation
city.
:
The fairy godfather of the world evening by the young gentlemen of the paired to the spacious dining room of HIGH MEAT PEiCES
Harold Williams surrounding district more deaths anRecitation
wide movement on the white plague," city, complimentary ' to the holiday the hotel where a sumptuoua wedding
"Jolly Old Santa" . . O'Malley Twins nually result from consumption: than
Is the way Mr. Phipps was described guests, was a most enjoyable affair banquet waa Served.
Thelma Smith in any other part of Philadelphia. '
Recitation
FBECE SUBSTITUTES
;
Miss Danziger is the daughter of
was
founded
Sands
..... Vernon
The Phlnos Institute
by Dr. Lawrence Pi Flick of Phila- and was well attended. The evening
Recitation
Bert Moen by the PlttsDurg millionaire for, the delphia, chairman of the general oom was one of gaiety' made extremely Mrs. B. Danziger. She is a oaugnier
Recitation .:
The almost prohibitive prices of
mirnose of warring on consumption. mlttee of the International Tubercu pleasant by the many new faces of of Las Vegas, having been born and
Song, "Dolly's Lullaby," Lucila
.
Soon after the. hospital was opened losis congress at a meeting of that those who are away most of the win reared In this city. She is well and meats are proving a blessing in dls- Swallow. Loraine Ellsworth,
l
Alice Sundt and Martha CundiS it was found that It would he unable body in New York last fall. It was ter season attending colleges in the favorably known to almost every resi- guise in one respect at least, that is,,
,
to accommodate all those' who were said then that Mr. Phlpps had no different cities in the east Thla Is es dent of the Meadow City. Miss Dan In the fact that in forcing a larga '" S
Part) Two.
'
Song, "Glorious Christmas" . Chorus In need of treatment, and Mr. Phipps other interest in studying tuberculos pecially bo of the young ladies who ziger Is exceedingly popular among class of people to seek substitutes
Vegas they are educating the public as to
offered, at a dinner tendered him in is than ''the welfare of humanity." He add much to the social whirl of Las the younger set in Las
Recitation, "Christmas Cheer" ..
Clark appreciation of his gift to the city, believes that scientists should center
, Harry
of which she had been, the guest the nutritive values of other, foods. '
,
during their short sojourns at of honor at several very delightful
Evtn nav to every general hospital here their efforts on the study of the great Vegas Meadow
Class Exercise, "Christmas
Fortunately there is an abundance ot r
re
homes.
Light
their
city
celebration of her ap these and they have-n- ot
in
advanced.,
parties
given
erywhere" .... Four Little Girls that would take tuberculosis sufferers est disease known to mankind."
were served during the
Aid in the fight against the disease freshments
to Mr. Hoffman, al materially in price.
f
$1 a day for, a year. Every hospital
Stockings"
nuptials
Recitation,
"Empty
proaching
i
has .come from other sources recent evening's pleasures. Unusually good- so many very pretty ahowers of difRuth Swallow turned down the offer.
Rice, which forms the stapla food,
furnished by Mrs. Simmer.
Gifts of $3,000,000.
Sh has also been hoa of moro than half the human race.
ly. On November 24, an unknown music was
kinda.
Recitation, "Christmas Tree"
ferent
those
Elmer McCullough
Mr. Phlpps' gifts to tha cause total donor Bent $100,000 to the Yale Med- son and Ernest Guerln. Among
number of delightful social Is growing in favor in this country, beW. Clark and tess at any
were
oresent
Herbert
ical
with
School
the
that
show
as
t3.000.000
records
over
provision
bo far
Piano Duet
her debut into society ing commended not only by its cheapsince
functions
t
Mr,
of ways
ness
the
and
ivariety
Ruth Conrad and Genevieve Glass For manv years, ever since the dis it was to be given to the man who wife. Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Loaey,
great
as
she
remembered
be
will
which
long
V
Mrs
and
Mr.
',
ease inspired the formation of na- discovered a cure for tuberculosis. and Mrs. C. W. G. Ward,
Recitation, "Christmas For All"
into the matrimonial world. in which it can be cooked, but by it
is equal to that ,
.. Kate Seelinger tional organizations to fight it, he has Until the discovery la made, the do- H. Earle Hoke; Mrs. H. G. Uhler, or advances
Mr. Hoffman who has been residing nutritive value, which
taken a deep interest in its study, in nation is to remain in trust and the Hermit's Lodge; Misses Cunningham, in Las Vegas for the past five years, of maat, if not greater, pound for
Recitation, "Like Mother Made"
i
.
Oscar Moen 1905 he selected a commission of interest la to be used in invest! Helen Cunningham, Louise Cunning
came to New Mexico from St. Joseph, pound.
'
of course, retain their hold
Beans,
ham, Schaefer, Helen Schaefer, Anna
Recitation, "The Angel Guest"
leading residents of New York to find gating cures.
the
In
hteen
where he had
engaged
on popular affection as well as their
Mrs. W. K. Vanderbllt, on February Ward, Muriel Hill; Heather Hill, Ida La.,
Maury Broadhurst a site suitable for the erection of
business, being asfurnishing
gent's
23
Bethlehem
would
of
Hoaktes,
that
this
Stoneroad,
for
place aa the badge of BostonColo.;
Henry
Class Song, "The
ho
year, appointed
apartments
worklngmen
Springs,
sociated with Oscar Levy. SInee his proud
intellectuality, doubtless owing largeLullaby" . . Miss Anderson's Class to models of cleanliness. He then; Shlveley of the Presbyterian Hospit Tamme, and Nettie Major of Hermit's
j
conresidence in this city he has been
ly to the fact that they can readily be
Recitation, "That's Christmas"
gave them a check' for $1,000,000 for al, New York, to Invest $1,000,000 Lodge; Messrs. Charles Trumbull, CarB..
ot
enfirm
Danziger
the
with
nected
revised downward from soups to
Ruth Seelinger the construction
,
of these houses. In building model tenements for fani los Dunn, Walter Hoke, Wm. H. Sprinand company, wholesale and retail trees and thence In various dlsguls- Recitation, "How to Keep ChristMayor McClellan, Isldor Straus, Robt. Hies suffering from consumption.
ger; Harry Wingo, Denver; Edward J. merchants of the West side. Mr. Hoff es as desserts.
Gladys McVey
mas"
Manuel O.
Henriquez;
McWenie,
esteem In both
BE CAREFUL AND DON'T
But there has lately been manifested i
TELEGRAPH CHRISTMAS
Recitation, "If You Don't Believe
Dan Kelly, man Is held in high
Denver;
Frank
Thompson,
where
circles
social
and
commercial
a
GREETINGS VIA POSTAL
John Glass
GET YOUR STAMPS MIXED Jack
tendency In many households which
In Santa"
Adams, of rtermjt's Lodge; Law- he la well known.
are not pinched by the r advanced
Song, "Christmas Coronation" ..
Hallet
St. Louis;
Chorus
have rence Powers,
Mr. and Mrs. Hoffman departed on prices of beef and 'pork to use a
Patronsi of the postoffloe
"Merry Christmas and Happy New
-H. W. Clarey, Dr. John D. Hess,
one
come
conclusion
to
the
that
the
PostRecitation, "Overheard at Chrlst- which
Chicago limited last night for an great variety of winter vegetables
Year" is the message
the
Louie Rudolph, Oacar Gosch, Dr. F. R. extended
or alAlva Fishburn al
color'
liawere
or
ma8"
despised
must
he
blind
which
Denver
be
is
to
not
formerly
transhoneymoon trip
Telegraph company offers to
Thomas Keavaney, Denver.
Tbls ,s especially
most neglected.
Recitation, "In Bethlehem"
150 miles In- any direction for a ble to get tire present series of post Lord, and
west
mit
north
and
in
the
and
other
points
,. ... Clara Moen
age stamps mixed. If he is Inclined
quarter.
They left with the good wishes and true in the older eommunities of the
Pretty Wedding at Castaneda
Recitation, "Gratitude"
tele- not to be able to distinguish' shades
additional
will
words
Four
be
amid Showers of rloe thrown by num Eastern states as well as In the rich
, . ,(
John McCullough
Last evening at 8:15 o'clock at the erous
graphed without additional charge. he Is liable to put a 15 cent stamp
!
valleys, of the Northwest, where the ,j
friends. '
Feast"
Dan-zlg"Hildegarde's
Recitation,
The company has' had printed special where one of the 5 .cent denomina Castaneda hotel, Mlsa Jeanette C.
received
and
bride
Mr.
Hoffman
;
Grace Anderson Christmas
and Simon. Hoffman were united
blanks, handsomely adorn- tion la needed, or vice versa.and other foreiemem from north
Solo and Pantonine, "O Little
The 1, 5, 8 and 15 cent stamps look in the bonds of holy matrimony. The many elegant presents and telegrams
ed with a bunch of holly leaves and
Europe is developlngsS2,2,&Jr - """"f
of
from
their
friends
Town of Bethlehem"
congratulation
1
cent
an
alike.
la
The
stamp
a
Bend
want
green,
red berries. If you
to
impressive ceremony uniting the hap throughout the country. Mr. and Mrs. of parsnips, carrots, and other wlneT3
Miss Schlott, Misses Margaret
is
5
merald
cent
green at that, the
message further the Postal will send
py couple as man and wife, waa per
vegviaDies in large " quantities and deHill, Mary Hanson and Ruth
It at proportionate rates.
light blue; the 8 cent a very light formed by Dt. J. S. Raisin, in the Hoffman will be at home after January licious
flavor.
1, 1910, at 1107 Douglas avenue.
Schlott.
Inno- green, and the 15, cent a very light
This
Christmas
Immeenterprising
of about twenty of the
The humble carrot, onea grown on-Hymn, No. 107 in Hymnal" .......
vation by the enterprising . Postal blue. The greena and blues, while presence
. . . .'
Congregation company will make a big hit with not exactly alike in colors, are identi diate relatives and dearest friends of
ly for food for cattle, has now be
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
the couple. The ring ceremony of the
Distribution of Treat to Sunday
come the favorite vegetable of the
the public, especially In the eastern cal In design, and 'but for the figures Jewish
PAZO
OINTMENT
.is
School.
to
church was used. Troth waa
guaranteed
would be alike.
aristocratic rich. For, besides
states, where 150 miles is a long dis and the reading
Benediction.
With the 6 and 10 cent stamps the plighted In the parlors of the Casta- cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed
tance and will connect big cities evmore nutriment than potatoes,
or
6
ing
Protruding Piles In to 14 days ana
erywhere. Out here in the southwest same trouble has been found, both neda. The bride was given away by or money
possessing properties of beauty
50c.
refunded.
Christmas Tree at Christian Church
of them being yellow. The color
her eldest brother, Charles Danziger.
most diversified, it is a skin beauti-fle- r
The following program will ' be where every town Is 200 miles from
every other town it will take more something like the reverse side of a The wedding party marched In to the
of rare degree!
Fashionable
rendered by the members of the than
a quarter to get your messaga $20 bill, and in view of this fact the beautiful strains of Lohengrin's wed
Why worthy women Jove worthies beauty has setits stamp of approval
the Christian
Sunday School of
nas
aeciaea to print a ding march, cleverly played by Mlas men is a mystery.
upon the carrot and henceforth let
church at the A. O. U. W. hall at 8 anywhere to speak of but the com- government
no mere man dispute its lofty Btat-pany's offer to send the Merry 10 cent? stamp of a darker hue than Lucie Rosenthal. The bride and
o'clock this evening:
Christmas message further at the the present one.
were
cereattended
us
groom
the
15
or attack its character.. A ste:
For
during
Years
Stung
World"
to
the
Sons, "Joy
There la no trouble with the 15 cent
same rate will
Ji.t oi carrois isj guaranteed
popular and be
mony by Mrs, B. Danziger and Joseph by Indigestion's pangs trying many uiei
.
tolfrn
Sunday School a considerable prove
variety although the stamp is not a Danziger, mother and
reduction.
brother, res- doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine the cfcarsest skin into softest sa
Scripture and Prayer
to
one,
the
local
popular
H.
W.
according
Cantrill had soliciManager
of the bride. The bride in vain, B. F. Ayscue, of Ingleslde, N.
Dr. B. S. Gowen
..!
The fact is pectively,
tors out this afternoon gathering tele- postofflce authorities.
was
attired In a going-awa- C, at last used Dr. King's New Life ',.8tiange as (lt mareem- - ""Vglng
becomingly
Sortr, "What a Friend We Have
la
on
and the genPills, and writes they wholly cured
grams of good cheer to be sent to that It
Alice
Blue and carried him.
of
in Jesus"
gown
Sunday School
eral superstition about 13 being uncure constipation, 'bilioust
in the east.
friends
a
Stock"Two
Little
roses
bride's
and a small ness, They
Recitation,
bouquet of
i
sick headache, stomach, liver,
lucky, haa something to do, with it.
h
Neva Chambers
ings"
It Is a beautiful purple, but the royal white moire Bible. Immediately fol- kidney and bowel troubles. 25c at all IVIhm a! girl sayighe feela "Sal
What Shall We Have For Dessert? Tyrian hue la unable to make the lowing the ceremony the guests- re-- druggists.
Recitation, "Ejsklmo jChrlsbnas"
It mean that she is;jp!ry. )
Catharine Ward
Try JELL-O- , the dainty, appetizing, stamp popular.
Duet ... Hazel Smith, Genevieve Rex economical dessert. Can be
prepared
Recitation, "Merry, Merry ChristAlone In Saw MKI at Night
instantly-simpl- y
add boiling water
mas"
Nona Rife
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms
serve
and
cool.
when
Flavored
Just
Recitation, "Santa Claus' Failure"
or cold, W. J. Atkins workdd as night
Hene McProud right; sweetened lust right; perfect watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn.
Vocal Solo
Maureen Harper In every way. A 10c package makes Such exposure gave him a severe cold
A Story of
enough dessert for a large family. that settled on his lungs. At last he
Recitation, "Christmas Carmen"
Graustark
Marguerite CouslnB All grocers sell It-- Don't accept sub- had to give up work. He tried many
"
remedies
but
failed
all
till
Stock"Christmas
he
used
JELL-Recitation,
stitutes.
compiles with all
By GEORGE BARR McCUTCHEON
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
"After
Discovery.
Ida Harper Puro Food Laws. 7 flavors: Lemon, Dr. King's New
ings"
one
he
went
bottle,"
using
writes, "I
Tbit is the best selling novel in America.
Recitation, "Substitute For Flat
This is a rousing, thrilling story ' of
Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Choc- back to work as well as ever." Siverc
THE
Dwellers"
Delia Chambers
read novels, or give them as
IfjOH
Peach.
adventure and shows theMuthor of
olate,
stubborn
Inflamed
Cherry,
colds,
coughs,
Duet ..... Laurlne and Mary Lowry
HOLIDAY BOOK
and sore lungs, hemorrhages
throats
will
want
it.
tbe. tremendously popular "BRASS
presents,
naturally
you
Recitation, "A Little Boy's Wish"
'
For 1909
When a widow reads her husband's croup and whooping cough get quick
Herman Golke
BOWL" at his best.
relief and prompt cure from this
Illustrated by
Violin Solo
Maureen Harper obituary she is sometimes surprised ous medicine. 50c and $1.00. glori
Illustrated by HARRISON FISHER
Tria
HARRISON FISHER
to find what a good husband she bottle
Recitation, "A Christmas Story"
free, guaranteed by all drug
ILLUSTRATED
$1.50
$1.50
Edith Flaiz bad.
gists..
Be
Will
Song, "O, That
Glory"
Looking One's Best
Is going to1
Blobbs "The ghj-CnSunday School
It's a wimar's delight to look her marry Is at least ' ten years older
Christmas Church Festivities.
bvpl, but pimuies, skin eruptions, sorea than he la." Slobbs "Yes, it'll take
4
Great preparations are being made and boils rob life of joy. Listen! Buck-len'- him some little time to catch up with
Arnica Halve cures them; makea her."
at the Parish of Our Lady of Sorrows,
FRANCES FOSTER PERRY
By
West side, to celebrate the great the skin soft and velvety. It glorifies
'This is the ideal book of the year for
the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,
event of commemorating the birth of cold
EMILY POST
Pneumonia
By CYRUS
By
cracked
sores,
lips,
chapped
Christ. The St. Joseph Society of hands. .
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr
line ti; ij you read it, you U
it. Infallible for piles.
Try
TOBEYND
Men, is bending every effort to make 25c at all
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
love it.
A story that appeals to all sorts of
druglsts.
I
Baxad. Net 17 OO
the ".Crib" an object of Christmas
only remedy I use for the lungs If
American women. A life-liend power- An American college gtrt alone on a desert
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Wbtle
devotion. At midnight mass,
Contentments may be better than of course, I would treat other symp
heiress
tbe
American
island
with
an
a twentieth century savage a startling
beautiful mass will be sung by
life
of
of
,
ful presentation
the parish choir, ably assisted by wealth, but lots of us only know H toms with different medicines, I hav
she marries a title.
worked
out.
after
splendidly
plot,
used this remedy many times In my
several new and noted singers. The from hearsay, as we get neither.
medical
and
have
failed
practice
yet
ILLUSTRATED
ILLUSTRATED
$1.50
$1.50
organist on that occasion, as on all
to Pnd a case where it has hot con
great occasions, will be Miss Stella
It
I
trolled
the
trouble.
have used
AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
Cough
Cayot, an artist, of this city. Besides
also my wife for
Finest, purest,' most pleasant to myself, as haa
use, mntf gives Instant relief to courts and colds
the midnight mass, there will be
1
repeatedly, and
coughs or nay lever and catarrh.
masses read at 7 and 8:30 o'clock In
DODD,
most willingly and cheerfully reGet
Free
Sample
the morning. At the 10 o'clock solit
commend
as
to
other
any
superior
at rnnr draort st's, or 25c and Mo
emn high mass, the Very Rev. Paul
to tny knowledge."
sanitary Kondon tubes. Always couch remedy
ueep iianay. ur write
For sale by all dealers. .
D.
M.
E.
and
Fathers
Gilberton,
Reilly
Kondon Mfg. Co.
A. Di RIbera, as deacon and
Minneapolis, Minn.
respectively, also the Rev. Fath- !ipsu!K!niipra:vp
There's a chance to reform a man
er Rellly will preach In English, and
that doesn't need it very much.
the Rev. Father Ribera In Spanish.
i
Saturday evening at 7:45 o'clock, In
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
the chapel of the Sanitarium, before
quloltiy, atrenethens the lungs and ex
for all stomach troubles indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the t tomach,
benediction, Rev. Father Rellly will
ppls colds. Get the,genulne In a yel
also speak. All are cordially
low parkage. Red Cross Drug Co. and
breath.sick b eadache.torpld liver, biliousness and habitual constipation. Pleasant to taka.
O
Schaefer.
M'K sale BY O. O. SCHAEFER AND RED CROtt DRUti COMPANY.
r
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UNCLE SAM AS SANTA CLAUS -

OUR GREETINGS.
,Tho conventions of the newspaper

cratf and the expectations of a
public require that once each year
read-,ffi- g

Che editor, of every newspaper, from

backwoods weekly to the metro
politan dafty. should search his brain
Br new thoughts on an event that
la hoary with nineteen centrles of age.
Undoubtedly , it la well for both th
tor and his readers, that Christmas
;ea but once a year. The Christmas
ime has been touched so often and
uch good purpose by writers who
Ided magic pens in which the good
cheer of time Immemorial seems to
bare been stored that the average
newspaper "hack" enters with great
trepidation upon a field so well sown.
Che birth of Jesus, In whom the
i.
f
eeB was centered. Hla goodness and
( Che pure beauty of his character, the
'
pood He has done In the world and
. the hope He placed before us for the
future these things we hear from
v
every pulpit, voiced by tongues train-- ,
d to mystic eloquence whose words
'
of hope and cheer fall upon ears nice-- j
lA ly attuned to receive them. But there
i ' are some aspects of the theme that
fcave been neglected.
t
In many
the customs of
Christmas are overdone to such an
i
extent that they cry out In hollow
mockery. Our Christmas giving has
largely come to bo a duty instead of
pleasure. Our gifts are often so
aechanlcallv made that th
real
CKristmas BpMt
lacking.
entirely
With this kind of
we have no
v thing;
t , sympathy.
"Q the one
Who rJv
tn uima Httlo
wr child only a Uny woolly
dog that
00
FZI; - "nllT when pressed byi
'

tht

.'

J
.

'

,

24, 1909

little hands, we wish a Merry Christ-- ' estimate that mora than $300,090,000 be no shock to the administration, he
mas. For the child will remember a year is taken or dent in this way, does not tender it The only way to
ft and some day he will do unto an- which is perhaps a big estimate; and get rid of this unhappy controversy
other as he was done by. For the par- he says the people ought to buy farms le to take vigorous action without favson who sends a turkey to come in tn. United States with the money or to
anyone. It will be better to end
needy person, we ask the blessing of Instead.
,
tbis scandal now than to wait until
comfortable'
a
Nicholas.
For
St
body
Uncle Sam is not built like the usual later.

often means a happy mind and happiness Is priceless. And above all
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR others, to the one who writes only a
good, chummy Christmas letter of
cheerfulness and happiness, we wish
the most happiness of all. For, nine
times out of ten, there is more
thoughtfulness In such an act than
feast
Entered at the Postoffice at
there la In any other.
Lag Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
We wish all of our readers may
matter.
have a happy,' carefree holiday time
and that they will spread their happiRATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
ness and cheerfulness among all with
'
,
Daffy.
whom they come In contact The spirPer Year by Carrier. . . .
f 7.00 it Is the thing, and In proportion as
66 you have the true Christmas spirit
Per Month by Carrier
.. .20 and you will know1 If you have it
Per Week by Carrier
we wish you may have a Merry,
.
Weekly
Merry Christmas.
y
$2.00
"...
500 year
LOO
Klx Months

Che- -

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holiday shopping is done at

.

The Optic Publishing Company
(ookpuutidJ

8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Something over $60,000,900 in cash
to have gone in Christmas presents from immigrants in the
United States to relatives In Europe.
The New York postoffice alone has
sent more than $7,500,000 in money orc
ders. The
liner St Louis
sailed a day ahead of time and Is hustling across the sea with all her 80,000
reindeer power In order to land her
Christmas remembrances in London
and Paris by next Saturday.' Private
forwarding agencies report their business as from 40 to 80 per cent better
than last year, and upon that fact baee
rosy conditions as to the resumption
and permanence of prosperity. .
Soma say that Uncle Sam is overdoing the Christmas business. Bless
his generous heart, if he does it la
only what plenty of respectable elder
ly gentlemen are doing these days!
The grain and meat and cotton he
ships on exchange must pay for the
$60,000,000 Christmas bills; and perhaps twice aa much from the aame
senders during the year besides; and
a hundred millions to American girls
married abroad and others In our foreign colonies; and finance the year's
tourists; and provide good cheer on
New Year's day and July 1 to foreign
holders of American 'securities in all
more than $600,000,000.
An agent of the etate department Is
about the only man who has had the
temerity to criticize these Internatio
nal Christmas doings. He says that
foreign-speakinbankers deliberately
encourage immigrants to send or take
their savings abroad because there Is
such a big profit In the forwarding
business. This agent, Lajos Steinert,
U believed

trans-Atlanti-

g

Santa Claud in the pictures. Hid polar
diameter is too.great and his equatorial
periphery too scanty without padding.
But be is the real thing. No other big
fellow among the earth's nations compares with him in dispensing holiday
cheer beyond his boundaries.
BALLINGER'S

INDIGNATION

.

TAUPERT'S

MARKEHMTS
St

Our goods and prices are open for your
inspection and approval. It will be our
pleasure to show you through.

Louis Wool

St Louis, Dec.

24.

Wool unchanged,

territory and western mediums 24
28;. fine mediums 2125; fine 1Z20.

New York Metal Market
There are evidences that at last
New York, Dec 24. Lead, firm,
President Taft is to take a hand in 467
copper, firm, standard
the scandals that have developed In $13.20013.40; Jan. 13.2513.45 sliver,
and t
a
,
the department of
put a "stop to the unfortunate wran
Money and Stock Market
gle between Secretary Ballinger andi
New York, Dec",24fCall.. money,
Chief Forester Pinchot This action
has been urged by various cabinet 5 2 per cent,, jtlrue, ... mercantile
,per; cent Mexican
officers and Mr. fBalltnger has made paper, 5 to 5
885-8- .
Atthe demand of Immediate investiga- dollars, 44. Amalgamated,
122. New York Central, 123
chison,
the
of
determining
hi
tion
department
Southern Pacific, 134
Union
Mr.
factor in his retention of office.
Pacific, 202. Steel, 91
preferred,
of
the
complains
Ballinger manfully
125
attacks that have been made upon
"
him and the slanders that unscrupulous
Kansas City Livestock'.
newspapers have bean circulating conKansas City, Mo., Dec. 24. Cattle,
cerning him. He rightfuly demands 1,000, including 100 Boutherns. Marthat President Taft either dismiss ket steady. Native steers, $57.50;
him from his cabinet or take steps southern steers, $46.25; southern
to protect him from the remnant cows,' $2.744.25; native cows and
and
band of "kitchen cablneters" of the heifers, $2.506.J5, stockers
last administration who are bending feeders, $3.255.25; buns, $304.75;
heaven and earth to discredit the calves, $3.758.25; western steers,
Taft administration in furtherance of $44.50; western cows, $2.754.25.
a "return from Elba" stunt
' Kansas City Hog Market
Gifford Pinchot is the real thorn
Hogs 5,000. Market 5 cents highin the side of the Taft administraer. Bulk of sales, $7.958.30; heavy,
tion. He was the pampered pet of
and butchers,
the Roosevelt regime, and lacking the $8.3008.40; packers
pigs,
Ama tnni anil nmiro:V nf nf fl pi fl 1 relA- - $8.158.35; light, $7.958.20;
$607.50.
tlons he hangs on to his Job while he
makes things unpleasant for his chief
Kansas City 8heep Market.
and the president and embarrasses his
5,000. Market steady. MutSheep
y
party. There should be little
tons, $4.255.75; lambs, $6.2508; fed
in the Investigation of the de- western wethers and yearlings, $4.50
6.00; fed western ewes, $4.2505.25.
partment of the interior. Secretary
Ballinger ia anxious to place at the
Chicago Livestock.
disposal of A committee of congress
Chicago, Dec. 24. Cattle, 3,000.
every vestige of data that can in any
way bear upon the matter In controver- Market steady. Beeves, $4 8. 40; Texsy. Mr. Pinchot does not appear quite as steers, $404.80; western steers,
$406.25; stockers and feeders, $3
so keen for an investigation.
In the light of tha serious charges 6.25; cows and heifers, $205.50;1
of fraud and conspiracy which have calves, $7.2507.90.
been made against. Secretary BalChicago Hog Market.
linger there seems to be no other
Market 5 cents highhonorable course for him to take er.Hogs 4,000.
mixed, $8.05
$7.8508.25;
Light,
A
an
than demand
Investigation.
8.50;
$8.1508.55;
rough, $8.10
heavy,
subordinate who normallly owes al08.3"; good tocholce heavy, $8.30
source
a
become
to
has
him
legiance
8.55; pigs, $707.90; bulk, $8.1508.40.
of Irritation and worry.
Although
this subordinate has been given to
Chicago Sheep Market.
that his resignation would
Sheep 4,000. Market steady. Na- -

Open Evenings After Dec. 1st.
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LA8T WILL AND TESTAMENT
$3,760
lambs, of Thomas Delaney, deceased.
$5,750
Territory of New Mexico, County of
8.20.
San Miguel, offflce of the Probate
'
Clerk, County of San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May. Concern, GreetChicago Produce, Market
'
ing:
Chicago, Dec. 24. Wheat, May,
You
are
notified
31st
$1.11
that
$1.01
the
Corn,
July,
hereby
May, 66
July, 66
day of January, A. D. 1910, has been
Oats, May, 45
Pork, fixed by the Honorable Probate Court
July, 43
Lard. in and for the County and Territory
January, $21.70; May, $21.82
January, $12.60; May, $11.95. Ribs, aforesaid, aa the day to prove tne last
May, $11.40. will and testament of said Thomas Da-- ;
January, $11.45047
laney, deceased.
"Sir, I wish to make your daughter
In testimony whereof.. I have here,
,my wife!"
unto set my hand and affixed the seal .
The old man hesitated. "Hadn't you of the Probate Court this 18th day of
better see her mother- - first?" he ask December, A. D. 1909.
ed genUy, after thinking a moment
'
LORENZO DELQ ADO.
"I've seeji her mother and it doesnt
Clerk of the Probate Court.
make any difference I'm willing to
take the chances!"
exclaimed the
When a girl refuses a young man It
youth, with all the ardor of honest
is the turning down point of his career,
love. Puck.

tive, $3.6005.60; western,
6.60; yearlings, $5.4007.25;
native, $7.2508.25; western,

1--

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2;

.

A man seldom realizes what a good
wife ha has until after the funeral.

A man's gall doesn't necessarily em-

bitter his life.
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Christmas Season is

gas from the East, departed this after-noo- n
for Valmora Ranch where she
i usbisi m caring for
patients
and we are to the
there.
with
our
front
trank Duerr will arrive in the
usual beaucity MERRY CHRISTMAS
Uui evening from Lamy to
tiful line of Christmas
join his
luuiilyhera ai Pnd Christmas as
novelties consisting of ;
the guest of his parents, Mr.
and Ut6.
WE HAVE MUCH TO BE .
Toilet
J. H. Duerr.
Military
THANKFUL FOR AT 'THIS I
Brushes, Albums, Work
Attorney H. G. Coors. jr., the promTIME. PROSPERITY SEEMS
ising son of Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors,
Boxes, Post Card Albums
ALREADY
RETO HAVE
arrived in the city this afternoon from
TURNED IN NEARLY ALL
Smoker's Sets, Panel-Mirrors- ,
Clovis, N. M., at which place he Is
SECTIONS
OF THE COUNInk Stands, ColPracticing law. He will remain in
TRY AND BUSINESS GENERlar and Cuff Eoxes,
the city as the holiday
ALLY IS FINE.
guest of his
Tobacco Jars, Shaving
"
parents.
PROSPECTS
POINT
TO
C. S. De Lano and wife, L. B. De
Sets, Jewel Boxes, etc., .:
J910 BEING A RECORD
Lano, Los Angeles; R. A. Morley,
BREAKER FOR PROSPERetc In fact our,! assort- Mayton, Ala.; C. E. Jones and wife,
ITY, AND WE HOPE YOU
ment is too numerous to
W. P. Jones,
Plattsburg, Mo.; A. W.
WILL COMB IN FOR A FULL
mention in detail. Our
Post, Vernon, Callf. George W.
SHARE OF IT.
Santa Fej register today at the
prices are right, call and
THAN KITf cf YOU 'FOR
Caataenda hotel as recent arrivals in
he convinced.
PATYOUR CONTINUED
Las Vegas.
ASSURING-- YOU IT
RONAGE,
Dr. B. 8. Gowen, president of the
IS THOROUGHLY '1 APPREWINTERS DRUG CO.
Normal University, and-R. Larkin,
CIATED, AND WISHING YOU
railroad secretary of the New Mexico
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
Bridfle Street
Phone Main 3 Educational association, will leave
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
Sunday for Roswell to attend the an.
NEW YEAR, WE ARE,
nual meeting of the association. Dr.
PERSONALS
VERY
TRULY
YOURS,
Gowen will preside over the conven.
tion as chairman.
J. M. Abercromble, Jr., departed
this morning for his home at Anton
CHRISTMAS TREE FOR '
Chico.
HARVEY HOUSE EMPLOYES
E. W. Hart and family departed last
El
for
Paso
where
evening
they will
Opposite Y. M. C A.
One of the most Impressive of
spend the Christmas holidays.
CHE
BIG
8T0RE
will be the
Ramon Trujillo, well known mer- ChrlstmaB celebrations
LITTLE PRICES
Christmas
tree
to
be
E.
given by
chant of Sanchez, drove In from Ms
i
T.
Casta-ned-a
'of
Plowman, manager
the
home at Sanchez, this afternoon.
CHRISTMAS EVE,
hotel, to all the employes of the
Marcos Gonzales, accompanied by
NINETEEN HUNDRED
hotel.
This
tree
will
bring together
Jesus M. GonzateB, of Las Valles, flfty-twAND NINE. '
people, representing nearly
were visitors in the city today.
Charles Farley departed this after- every nationality In the world. There
will be
Mr.
from
noon for Raton where he will be the Plowman remembrances
to his cashier and his bell
holiday guest of his brother, John Far boys, to his waitresses and
A Religious Author's Statement
maids, to
ley.
his teamsters and dairymen; and In
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, SalisDr. James Flint of Mora, Is a late fact to
every one connected with the bury, N. C, who Is the author of sevarrival in the city to spend Christmas Harvey system at this place.
eral books, writes: "For several years
as the guest of his mother, Mre. R.
This celebration will be particu I was afflicted with kidney trouble and
Flint
larly impressive because most of the last winter I was suddenly stricken
Mrs. F. B. Holmes and son, Lincoln. employes of the Harvey system know with a severe pain in my kidneys and
Neb., and S. E. Lee, Union City, Mich., no other home than the one given was confined to bed eight days unable
assistance. My. urine
are recent arrivals, at the New Optic them by Mr. Harvey. It will unite as to get up without
a thick white sediment and
contained
one
for
the time being people who I
hotel.
passed same frequently day and
A. A. Maloney, the well known plas are probably many miles away from night. I commenced taking Foley's
friends
and
relatives
to
recall
and
ter contractor, is In the city from San
Kidney Remedy, aud the pain gradualta Fe to spend the Christmas holidays memory that even though their sta- ly abated and finally ceased and my
tions in life are along these paths, urine became normal. I cheerfully rewith hia family.
are remembered and made to commend Foley's Kidney Remedy."
Benlgno Lopez departed this after they
know that each year brings its joy and Red Cross Drug Co. and O. u. Schaefer
noon for Concho, Ariz., after two its
happiness.
weeks spent in the city as the guest
For this happy celebration, Mr.
Many an artist who claims to be
of Mrs. J. L. Rivera.
Plowman deserves a great deal of wedded to his art is a grass widower.
Mrs. A. Roberta, sister of Mrs. Jas,
credit as it Is quite an undertaking
'Byrne, arrived in the city last .even- and at the same time shows the con
It's a Crime
ing from Emporia, Kan., to be the holi- sideration that is given his associThe worst
health.
to
your
neglect
days guest of her sister.
ates in his dally labors in handling
that you can be guilty of is
J. DeGraftenreld, the popular stock- the local Institution of the Harvey neglect
or
to allow constipation, biliousness
man from the Pecos section, is in the system.
any liver or bowel trouble to continue.
These festivities will be held in It is poisoning your entire system
city. While here he will be the guest
the spacious dining room at the hotel and may lead to a serious chronic dis
of Mr. and Mrs. George H. KlnKel.
ana ger
Miss Blanche Rothglb arrived in the which will be cleared of tables and ease. TaKe Baiiara s Heroinecure
for
Christmas tree placed absolutely well. The sure
ity this afternoon from Albuquerque chairs and the
and all troubles of the stomach,
to spend the Christmas holidays as the In the middle of the room, mounted on any
Sold by Center Block
a large table. There will be more liver and bowels.
Co.
.
guest of her mother, Mrs. Q. A.
than one hundred and fifty gifts on Depot Drug
tree.
Ernest Spitz, traveling salesman for the
The less a man knows of himaelf the
the Charles Ilfeld company, returned
more he thinks of himself.
SOME
PLANS
ATCHISON
this afternoon from a six weeks' overBIG SHOP EXTENSIONS
land trip through Mora and Taos counNo Case bn Record
,
ties.
(
Is no case on record of a cough
There
That the great shops of the Santa or cold resulting In pneumonia or con
Miss Matilda Ehrlch departed this
afternoon for her home near Watrous Fe system at Topeka whicn now qo sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
where she will remain as the guest the very heavy classes of repair work has been taken, as It will stpp your
of her parents during the holiday vaca- on motive power and rolling stock, cough and break up your cold Lqulckly.
will be turned into a great original Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
tion.
and Tar in a yellow package.
Mrs.
and
Dr.
son
manufacturing plant; and that the Honey
of
Shaw,
Henry
Contains no opiates and Is safe and
E. B. Shaw, is numbered
among heavy repair work will be distributed sure. Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G,
those Las Vegas boys and girls home among the division points, including Schaefer.
from eastern colleges 'to spend the Las Vegas and Albuquerque, is the im
holiday vacation.
portant news that comes from the of
Learning without a little common
Wilson W. Mills, Bon of Chief Jus ficials of the Santa Fe at Topeka.
sense is a dangerous thing.
tice and Mrs. ,V. J. Mills, returned
This .change in policy as regards the
last evening on delayed No. 9 from mechanical department will inevitably
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo
New Haven, Conn., at which place he mean that the already large shops in
and psychoraetrist, during her
gist
to
be
are
is a student at Yale.
Las Vegas and Albuquerque
In Las Vegas will be found at
stay
Theo. N. Espey, special agent with considerably extended, and a much El Dorado Hotel,
room 3. Can be enthe general land office with headquar- larger force of men will ba employed. gaged for evening entertainments
ters at Santa Fe, passed through the The change will make It necessary for Receives on Sunday.
city last evening from Chicago
the shops here, at Raton, Albuquer'
to the second oldest.
que, San Bernardino and elsewhere,
Those registering at La Pension ho to have complete facilities for doing
tel today were A. A. Tipton and wife, the very heaviest and most difficult
Santa Rosa; Albert A. Jones,s Roci- repair work on engines and cars.
N. M.,
nda: R. H. Barnes,-WingateThe plan is to change the xopeKa
and W. Sahlla. Los Angeles.
entirely into a great construcplant
hotel
Recent arrivals at El Dorado
tion works, which it is said will have
are Mac Allen, Raton; W. C. Barlow,
How About That Rocker
a capacity to start with of two of the
New York: J. A. Bell and wife, Mrs most modern locomotives, rour passenM. Goggin, Rockyford, Colo.;' N. T.
or Easy Chair for
ger cars and twenty freight cars each
Newby and wife, Cleveland, O.; H. E. month. To do this It will be necesCatton and wife, city.
sary to considerably enlarge and im
Miss Grace Robinson, a trained prove the Topeka shops.
nurse who recently arrived in Las Ve

Here
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Murphey's Drug: Store
4
i

,,

Do Not Fa.il to Call
JBtg

and See Our

Line of

.

Heliday Gifts

Ar-mij-

I am

R.

.

-

sure you'll find some Articles to please
you from our varied assortment
,

.

-

v'

'

.v

'

,

d'
The nicest and largest assortment of
and Imported China ever displayed in the City.
A well selected line of Cut Glass.
Headquarters for Gift and Children's Books.
All the late Novels, bibles and Prayer Books- .Elegant line of French Perfumes.
Christmas boxes of Fancy Writing Paper.
Clean and new line of Toys, Dolls and Games.
A sweet line of Gunthers and Huylers Candies
Silver and Ebony Comb and Brush Sets, Manicure
bets, Shaving Sets and Mirrors, Collar and Cuff
boxes, Military Hair Brushes, ChristmasyCards
and Booklets, Safety Razors, Sewing Baskets and
boxes. Good Cigars put K"up in Christmas boxes of
'
12 and 25 cigars.
Hand-Painte-

o

V

4

r

eoerptbing at eastern Prices

v

Mttrphey 's Drug Store,
East, Las Vegas, N, M.
-

Douglas Avenue.

v
"J

--

e

Last Word

A

-

,

WOULD-B-

E

Xmas?

BAD HOMBRE

TERRORIZES LOCAL HOTEL

trouble at all
to brighten an
oil painting) the

TO

colors of which have
grown dingy by age and
exposure.

'

With s a clean sponge
apply cold water in
which a little Ivory Soap
has been dissolved.
The same treatment
will materially improve
the appearance of the
frame.

Ivory Soap
Pure
99to Per Cent.

-

this morning a man
At
representing himself to be the night
marshal of the West slae, out wno ny
the way was not that peace officer,
1:15 o'clock

awakened Mrs. M. J. Woods, proprietress of La Pension hotel and demand
ed entrance to room No. 48, saying he
wanted the guest In that room, tie
was shown the room and when the
occupant was aroused and opened the
oincers comdoor, at the would-bheart failalmost
was
given
mand, he
ure by having a gun of cannon calibre
thrust in hi." face. He proved not
to be the man wanted. The tough with
a ffosen
then gun then frightened half
wits In
their
out
of
half
other guests
aca like manner and finally, having hothe
left
his
purpose,
complished
did
tel. In her fright, Mrs. Woods
the
of
description
a
not get very good
man. A thorough search today by the
even
officers of both towns failed to
man
who
the
to
discover a clew as
waa. In any event he was not the
side as
the nlRht marshal of the West
developed.
Inquiry
subsequent
V

e

Or something: else practical out
of our furniture stock.

That gift of furniture still remains a reminder of the
giver when every other
gift has faded
away.

A

Last Word Again

LOOK OVER UUK LINES

J.

C.
-

Joton

&

023 Doufjlna Ave.

Sod

Buy Better Qid
For Less Monev
J
If you are a stranger and do not! ask crediCb
you are entitled to a discount. ,
If you are a resident and regular customer,
why should you pay our credit losses?
Our method after a year of trial pleases

a

V'..-

all.1

All prices lower than: ever, with 10 per
cent discount for cash, 5 per cent 30
days, 60 days net, not'., only, today, this
week, or next, but all the time.
Look at our line of Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks, Silver, and Silver Plate Lamps,
China and Brass Goods.
v

--

I

A U F E MM
606 Douglas Avenue

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
MMMuiMiMMa

I,,

nm

in,

mmmmmmmmm
,
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SIX

'31?'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Classified iJdoertlsemetite

l

j

AT

i

i

(

On All Kinds Of

t

?rw

Epdcra in Alfalfa, Hay, Grain
ahtl Poultry Supplies t
C.1ILCH
COWS A SPECIALTY

'PHione

Main OS

Drid30 Street

Help Wanted, Etc,

Estray Advertisement ...
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
.WANTED Competent, . experienced may concern tht the followlna de
cook.- - Address It, Valley Ranch, t orlbed estray animal wto taken op by
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
New Mexico.
One

To-wi- t:

MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
Short time
required; graduates
earn $12 to 130 week . Moler Bar- ber college, Los Angeles. ' '
,

For Sale

cow

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left ribs
Branded
On left hip

G3

Ear mark

FOR SALE Two soft coal burners
and one wood burner. Apply 1011
Sixth street
12-2- 4

FOR SALE One gentle, fine
pony. See D. II. Grant.

saddle

On

cow.

Branded
On left ribs

ES

tlo office,

10

J

at The

cents, a bundle.

Op-

1

.

Zi&fient
FOR RENT Twa. pleasant housekeeping "rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh

street

1

-

furnished
RENT Five-rooFurnished rooms wlthlJath,
$1.50 per week and up. Cafl 618
,
Grand. Phone Main 428.

FOR

m

-- moussC

i,

Salesmen Wanted
SALESMEN To carry side-linf and largest line of souvenir
carda in country. Start 1910
big money maker. Gartneri &
der,. D" S.1 Chicago.
e.

Best
post
with
Ben

fZlsccllancouss
'

To-wi- t:

n

-

tht

io-wi- t:

Ectray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom tt
may concern' that the following de-orlbed estray animal wae taken up by
John S. A. Martin, Socorro, N. M.
""To-wit-:
One bay mare, about 14
hands high, weight about 700 pounds,
about 10 yrs. old.
.
Branded
Va
On left hip
, One bay mare, about 8 years old,
weight about 700 pounds.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown 10 this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
ays after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
for the benefit of the
y this
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
lat pub. Dec.
Albuquerque, N. M.
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
To-wi- t:

f

14,

last

pub. Dec. 24, '09.

To-wi- t:

Ess

12-2-

HYGEIA ICE
THE
DISTILLED WATER
MADE FROM
"
,

PURE
PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1.MUU to 2,000 lba.
"
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lb&
Less than 50 lbs.

"

"

per hundred

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGuire & Webb
Phone Main 227

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken np by
D. B. Sorreris, Falrview, N. M.
t:
One brown horse, about
10 years old, weight about 900 pounds.
Branded
On left thigh
One sorrel horse, about sis years
old, weight about 800 pounds.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, eaid estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner whtn found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARS,
Albuquerque, N. M.
lat pub. Dec. 14. last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
To-wl-

.

.

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following do
scribed estray animal was taken np by;
J. L. Glover, Cedar Vale, N. M.
t:
One bay horse, right hind
foot white, white apot in face, weight
about 900 pounds.
Branded
fa"
I- On left shoulder
To-wi-

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thia
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance ot thil aaV
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit oC the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
lat pub. Dec 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

'

..

,

To-wi- t:

r

e

v

San MigueSNationalBank
$100,000.00 of Las Vegas $80,000.00

fj

2

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

To-wi- t:

To-wit- :.

4

CAPITAL

1--

1--

lu

BOSS BREAD

To-wl- t:

(,

'r

THE

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to wham It
Notice ia hereby given to whom It may concern that the following de
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken
by
scribed estray animal waa taken np by E. E. Van Horn, Santa Fe, N. M.
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
t:
One bull.
'
One cow
Branded
FTJ
Branded
On right hip
On left ribs
Ear mark
Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this Hoard, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Detore Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this addays after last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit ot the
benefit of the owner when found.
by this Board for the
owner when found. "
CATTLE SANITARY BOARS,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
M.
N.
Albuquerque.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
'09,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
'
Notice Is hereoy given to whem it may concern that the following deEstray , Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It may concern that the following de scribed estray animal was taken np by
may concern that the following de scribed estray animal was taken up by Thoa. E. Harrington, Santa Rita, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by S. F. Sorrells, Falrview, N. M.
One two year old light
One dun mare, two years chestnut sorrel mare,
Johnnie McGllvary, Estancia, N. M.
with white
'
One light dun pony, black old.
face and white feet.
mane and tail, black feet
Branded
Branded
Branded
On left shoulder
On left hip
L.
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thia
Said animal being unknown to this Said animal being unknown, to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Beard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of thia advertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, Baid estray will be sold
benefit of the by this Board for the benefit ot the by this Board for the benefit of the
by this Board for-thowner when found.
owner when found.
owner hen found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOAHD,
' CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. If.
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24, '09 lat pub. Dec 14, last pub. Dec 24, '09. lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
To-wi-

'
Estray Advertisement.
it
whom
to
Notice la hereby given
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to woom it may 'concern tnat tne louowmg denay concern that the following de- scribed estray animal waa taken up by
scribed eeiray animal was- taken up by R. J. McCart, Hachita, N. M.
small
One

MR

if

And You Will Always Have

t:

n

-

Jw

.'

To-wl- t:

712

3

-

gray horse,
hand sewing (done T. J. Odom, Willard, N. M.
One dark chestnut sorrel about 14 hands high, about 8 years
Fifth afreet 'l!
'
A.
hands high, blazed face, old.
mare, 13
r-77
white
hind
Branded
feet
board, home
On left hip
Branded
&3ber meal. 712 Fifth
cooking,
IY I fl
On left shoulder
animal being unknown to this
Said
street
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Jan. 3, 1910. said date being 10
HANDKERCHIEFS
and linens pur- before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 days after last appearance ot this ad
chased at Farnham's, 712 Fifth days after last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
3
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board, tor the benefit of the
street, stamped free.
.
Ly this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
SANITARY BOARD,
cwner
CATTLE
found.
when
I NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Not Coal Land)
,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Department of the Interior,' U. S. l3t pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M., NovEstray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom tt
ember 23, 1909.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
may concern that the following do
Notice is hereby given that Lena
V ' (Not Coal Land)
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Isaac, of Watrous, N. M., who, on
Department of the Interior, U. S,
M.
March 24, 1908, made Homestead En- Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Decem M. G. Keenan, Springer, N.
One
horse,
Sec. 3, ber 8, 1909.
try No. 13756, for the SW
Branded
Twd. 16 North. Range 21 East, N. M.
Notice la hereby given that Paul
On left shoulder
of
notice
inten
has
filed
P. Meridian,
McCormlck, of Chaperlto, N. M who
One horse.
tion to make final commutation proof, on January 24, 1903, made Homestead
Branded
to establish claim to the land above Entry N. 7399, for E
NW
SE
On left hip
described, before Robt. L. M. Ross, 4 SE 4 and lots 2 and 3, Sec. 7, twp,
animal being unknown to thia
Said
VeU. S. Court Commissioner, at Las
14 N. Range. 20 East N. M. P. Meri Board, unless claimed by owner on or
gas, N. M., on the 10th day of Jan- dian, has filed notice of Intention to before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
make final five year proof, to estab days after last appearance of thia ad
uary, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
lish claim to the land above described, vertisement said estray will be sold
William' Smith, Matt Gerk, Ramon before Robt L. M. Ross, IT. S. court by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.
Trujillo, of Watorus, N. M , and Cody commissioner, at Las Vegaa, N. M. on
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
W. Summerlin, of East Las Vegas, the 26th day of January, 1910..
Albuquerque, N. M.
N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1st 4ub. Dec 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Marcos Castillo, Eusebio Ahuero,
Dario Gonzales, Albino Sena, all of
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Chaperlto, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The lightweight girl gets to roost
may concern thatxthe following dewas taken up by
on a young man's knee oftener than
, Register. scribed estray animal
Trinidad Lucero, Santa Rosa, N. M.
.
ber obese, elster.
One horse mule, 6 years
Our idea of a born diplomat Is
old, black.
V
A Card
man who can make a homely woman
Branded
FjM
'certify that all druggists believe that her mirror lies.
; On left hip
This is
are authorised to refund your money
Said animal being unknown to this
Don't be Hopeless
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
if Foley's ilimey and Tar faila to cure
yourself when you're crippled before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
your cougt r cold. It stops the cough, about
or stiff Joints of days after last appearance of this a1
rheumatism
with
heala ttu' lungs and prevents serious course you've tried lots of things and vertisement, aald estray will be sold
a
results from a cold, prevents
they failed. Try Ballard's Snow Lini- by this Board for the benefit ot the
and consumption. Contains no ment it will drlre away all achea, owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
The genuine Is in a yellow pains and stiffness and leave you as
Albuquerque, N. M.
Red well as you ever were. Sold by Center
package. Refuse, substitutes.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24, '09.
Block Depot Drug Co.
Cross Drug Co( and O. G. Schaafer.
lACHINe-- d

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

Ear mark

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
FOR SALEFlret-clas- a
National cash before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
after last appearance of this adregister for sale cheap, easy terms. daye
vertisement said estray will be sold
Inquire Bridge Bar.
by this Board for the kenetit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deAlbuquerque, N. M.
seals
and
records
scriptions. Notary
lat pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
at The Optlo office.
OLD newspapers for sale

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken np by
J. u. btephens, Tucumcari. N. M.
One sorrel chestnut mare,
about 14 hands high, about 11 years
old, roach mane.
.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal belnc unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
oeiore Jan. 3, 1910. eaid date belnz 10
dayi after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner
when found.
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Pay Grayson, Hlllsboro, N. M.
One cow, two years oil, lat pub. Dec 14, last pub. Dec-- 24. '09.
burnt brand on left aide.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
On left ribs ' "
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
!...'..-Ta- r
xnos. Mcuratn, Koy, N. M.
mark
To-wiOne gray horse, about 12
Said animal being unknown to this years old.
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
fU D
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
On left hip :
days after last appearance of tfclt a4
Said animal being unknown to this
vertisement' said estray will be sold Board,
unless claimed by owner on or
of
for
benefit
the
Board
the
this
by
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
owner when found.
daye after last appearance of this ad
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
aald estray will be sold
vertisement
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Board
for the benefit of the
this
by
'09.
Dec.
Dec.
24,
14,
last
pub.
lat pub.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
Estray Advertisement
N. M.
Notice is hereby given to whem- It lat pub. Dec. 14, Albuquerque,
last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
dethe
concern
following
may
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Ettray Advertisement
Hewey S. Springer, Cimarron, N. M.
One small yellow mare,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
hands high, weight about may conci-rabout 13
that the following de
650 pounds, about 8 years old, black scribed estray animal was taken np by
markliisa on feet.
Fred S. Brown, Roy, N. M.
Branded
une sorrel norse. one year
On right hip
old.
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
On right shoulder
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
Said animal being unknown tJ this
days after last appearance of this ad- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
vertisement, said estray will ba sold before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
by this Board frw the benefit of the days after last appearance of this adowner when found.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit ot the
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
lat pub. Decv14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereuy given to whom It
Estray Advertisement
may concern that the following deNotice lb hereby given to whom it
scribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that the following deS. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
,
One sorrel mare, white scribed estray animal was taken up by
Geo. Ri Hunt, Cumberland, N. M.
6
600
hind feet weight about
pounds,
t:
One gray horse, about 14
or 6 years old, broke gentle to riae.
years old, about .15 hands high,
Branded
Branded
On left-HiOn left hip '
Said animal being unknown to this
Said mlmal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910. said date being lu before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold vertisement, Bald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY B0A3.D,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N. M.

BOSS PATENT FL

pI
LJ

WQG sum

r

Estray Advertisement
Notice fa hereby' given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
Sherman Chalmers, Colfax, N. M.
One white pony mare, 14
hands high, weight 700 or 800 poundi,
scar from wire cut on left front foot
about 7 or 8 years old.
C
Branded
O 1 (U
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. 1L
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
To-wi- t:

Brovn Trading Go.'o

Estray Advsrtlsement
Notice ra hereby given to whom' it
may concern that the follow! uk de
scribed estray animal was taken up bj
Antonj Klgonl. Roy, N. M.
One brown mare colt 5
months old, mane and tail very dark.
white spot in forehead.
Branded
W1
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thla
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3. 1910. eaid date being: 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
let pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24, '09.
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GHRISTfJA S PRICES

24, 1909

To-wi- t:
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER

PAID III

SURPLUS

M CUNNINGHAM,
President
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Aast Cashier.

J.

D.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Start the New Year
with a savlnga bank account The youthful representative

of 1910 is setting a commendable example to his
young associates. Boys and girls should learn to save their
pennies
and start a savings bank account with us.
We Will protect the deposit from loss and
Interest
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
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OFFICE WITH

Miguel NfetioneJ Bank.
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LA 8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND GAFE
Short Order and Refjular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BEST

THE

ABSOBBLLTS

HANDLED
That Christmas I sat far away,
I've had a warning;
The janitor remarked to me:

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. J, A. F. &. A.
M.
Regular com-

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

SEVEN

24, 1909

went to bed I heard a scampering
under the bed, and saw a couple ot
big rats playing tag. I rushed down
to the office to complain. The manager was as serene as a summer
breeze.
"I'll make that all right, sir. Here,
boy, take a cat to room 23 at once."
Independent

He was a doctor and was patiently
for his first patient
waiting
"Yuletide is fast coming, dear,
Thought he: "If the mountain will
will
wife
If you my
be,
not come to Mohammed, Mohammed
I'll draw my cash and start right in must go to the mountain. And as paTo be your Christmas tree!" Judge. tients will not seek me out I must
needs seek them out"
This Christmas she has taught me
He strolled through a cheap marWhat I had ne'er divined;
ket and presently saw a man buy six
Judge by the tie she's bought me,
nice cucumbers.
She must be color-blinJudge.
"Here's a chance" said he, and followed him home.
Bargains are not found at a bar,
he waited for four long
Nor do barnacles grow on a barn; andPatiently hours, and about midnight
lonely
on
a
Carbuncles don't grow
car,
the front door quickly opened, and
Nor do pharmacists work on a farm. the man. dashed, down the steps.
Chicago News.
He seized him by the arm and cried
"Do you want a doctor?"
earnestly,
Is
heartbroken."
"Scorcher
"No!"
the man, roughly,
replied
"What's the matter with him?"!,
"Want more cucumbers!" Answers.
"He's Just read that Halley's comet
Is traveling 40.000 miles an hour."
A country clergyman relates the
' ;'
Boston Transcript .
following incident as being absolutely founded on fact:
The mistletoe blushed for shame,
Having arrived (says he) at that
the
above
As It hung
door,
in the baptismal service where
point
When the maiden told her flame
the Infant's name is conferred, I said:
She had never been kissed before.
"Name this child.'
Judge.
"Original Story," said the sponsor-nursv
Grace George, dear.
"What do you say?" I asked in suri
George What?
Grace Which is the man they call prise.
"Original Story," she repeated in
Smearem? I notice they keep shoutdeliberate tones.
clear,
ing to him all the time. Chaparral.
"Ita a very odd name, Isn't it? Are
sure that you want him called by
Within this queer old world confined, you
name
of Original Story?" I querthe
see!
we
Strange are the sights
ied.
Now in each Harlem flat we find
"Original Story that's right" she
Christmas tree.
The sawed-of- t
declared.
Judge.
"Is It a family name?" I persisted.
"Named after his uncle, sir," ex"Pugilism Is barred In most of our
plained the woman In charge, getting
states now."
the face.
"And yet they say the Constitution red in so
as Original Story I christenAnd
of
free
the
speech."
guarantees
right
ed that unoffending little fellow. It
Kansas City Journal.
was some weeks after this event that
I made the acquaintance of the said
With ink, on her fingers
uncle a farm laborer In another vilAnd smudge on her nose
lage whose name was Reginald
She looks literary
Story." London Telegraph.
Wherever she goes.
Kansas City Journal.
Ten Christmas shoppers standing in a
. .
Jline;
Bobble Santa Claus must have a One got elbowed out, then there were
all
to
he
the
hard time
presents
get
J nine.
'
gives.
Nine Christmas shoppers, shopping
Papa He has a harder time paying
very late ;
for them. Judge.
One fell asleep, and then there were
eight
There are three ways to reach a
man through hla stomach, his heart Eight Christmas shoppers shopping
till eleven;
or his head. The first lasts only until
the next meal; the second while you One fainted dead away, then there
were seven,
are near him; She third roreveY
Seven
Christmas shoppers, cross as
Judge.
two sticks;
The First Woman, (viewine the One flounced home to bed, then there
were six.'
Curtlss aeroplane)' My, what a splen
Six Christmas shoppers only Just alive,
aid clotheshorsel..
,T.
..The Second .Woman What a mas One remembered baby!
Then there
nlflclent curtain, stretcher! Boston
were five.
Five Christmas shoppers, pawing bar
Transcript.
gains o'er;
Being upbraided by her mother for The salesgirl snubbed one, and then
oemg the lowest in her class, little
mere were four.
fliaoei exclaimed in tones nf lniureil Four
Christmas shoppers, nervous as
Innocence:' "It ain't my fault The
could be;
girl who has always been foot left One smelled
smoke, and then there
acnooi." Delineator.
were three.
Three Christmas shoppers, making
Slum Worker What a
great
little boy he is! f
Burglar's Wife And he comes by One had hysterics, then there were
two.
it natural, maam. His poor father always got his sentence reduced owin Two Christmas shoppers, with shop
ping not half done:
to good behavior. Exchange.
One thought she saw a mouse, then
His Sister What do you usually
there was one.
One Christmas shopper, who'd
give the waiter, George?
epent
au ner mun;
George Oh, if he serves me well,
I give him a tip of a shilling, but if Her husband came for her
then there
he serves me badly I give him a tip
was none.
Judge,
on the races! London Opinion.

A DELIGHTFUL SMOKE

"Good-morning-

PHYSICIANS

,

OR. E. L. HAMMOND

munication' first and
third Thursdays In
DENTI8T'
'fJ.s
V
V
uiuuiu. v tailing Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has
brother
cordially
phones at office and residence.
U1ted. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Chas.
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T

J.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2. (Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
Knights Templar. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
Tjk conclave second Tuesday In
each month at Masonic
Main 67.
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark.
C. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
ATTORNEYS
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- GEORGE H. HUNKER
al Arch Masons. Regular
Attorney at Law
convocation first Monday In
&2 each
month at Masonic Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
Mexico, i
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M. R.
Williams, H. P- - Chas. H.
wreder, Secretary.

V

DORADO LODGES NO.

REALTY REPORT

1

if

Knights of Prthlu
meet every Monday
In Castle
eveniD
Hall. Visiting KnisbU
are cordially invited.
I. P. HAVENS,

Chancellor Command- -

er.
C. M. BERNHARD,

Keeper of Record and
Seal.

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Meets first
UNION OF AMERICA

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Given 8, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Secretary. Visiting members
i
cordially Invited.
HEBEKAH

LODGE;

I.

O.

O.

F.

meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I. O.
0. F- - hall. Mrs. Delia Pepperd, N.
G.; Mrs. E.J. McAllister, V. G.; Mrs.
Adelene
T. F, Xalley, Secretary;
Smith, Secretary.
.

B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND ' AND
.

each
fourth Tuesday evenings
Visiting
month at 6. K. C. hall- brothers are cordially invited. W.
D. W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Condon, secretary.

REGULAR
second and fourth
Thursday evenings of each month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially invited. Mrs. Barah A.
Chaffln, worthy' matron; Mrs. Ida
Seellnger, secretary.

C ASTERN

I. O. O. F
-

STAR,

n

LAS VEGAS LODGB NO

meet every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
Ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend0. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
Comstock, V. O.; R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
O. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
4,

NO.
MATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102, meets
every Friday night at
their hall in the Schmidt building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. Fred Phillips, president. Jas. Lowe, secretary.

stNIGHTS OF
CIL NO. 804,

COLUMBUS,

COUN-

mees second

and

fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton,
O. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.

f

MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
John Thornhlll, president; E. C
Ward, secretary.

. O. E.

(Business

Men's

Association)

Warranty Deeds.
Rodney B. Schoonmaker to Isabel
Henry, Dec. 13, 1909, consideration,
1
Conveys 160 acres in section 6,
township 16, range 17.
Richard A. Morley, et ux to Wm.
Muncey, Nov. 6, 1909, consideration,
$60.
Conveys lots 11 and 12, block
29 and lots 6, 6, 7 and 8, block 28,
Newark.
Anastacia Cordova to Rodney B.
Schoonmaker, Dec. 10, 1909, consideration, $1. Conveys land in section G,
township 16, range 17.
Fred Weeterman, et ux, to William
G. Ogle, Dec. 7, 1909, consideration
?1. Conveys lot fronting on Douglas
avenue.
Richard A. Morley, et ux, to Charlie Hammal, June 15, 1909, consideration $20. Conveys, lots 1 and 7,
blocks 36 and 13, Newark.
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to J. M.
Lyon, Nov. 27, 1909, consideration $1.
Conveys 266.07 acres in Las Vegas
Grant,
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to J. M.
Lyon, Nov. 27, 1909, consideration $1.
Conveys 320 acres In Las Vegas
Grant.
Fred W. Browne, et ux, to J. M.
Lyon, Nov. 27, 1909, consideration $1.
Conveys' 676 acres in Las Vegas
Grant.
Esquipula Jarmlllo to Pedro Tru- jlllo, March 6, 1907, consideration
$350. Conveys land in San ' Miguel
'
county.'
Cleo. C. Seltz, et ux, to Walter W.
Gibson, October 6, 1909, consideration
$300.
Conveys tots 6, 6 and 7, block
21, Lopez Sulzbacher and Rosenwald
Addition.
Fred W. Browne, et ux. to Dr. D.
A. Smalley. Julji 9, 1908, consideration
$1. Conveys 160 acreB in section 14,
township 16, range 19.
Laura A. Shaw, et ux, to Peter J.
Basleer, Dec. 16, 1909, consideration
$1. Conveys land on Bridge street.
Francisco A. Manzanares, et al, to
Ludwig W. Ilfeld, January 20, 1909,
'consideration
$1.
Conveys lot on
north side of Bridge street
F. A. Manzanares, administrator to
Ludwig W. Ilfeld, Nov. 22, 1909, con
sideration $500. Conveys lot on north
side of Bridge street.
Browne' heirs to L. W. Ilfeld. Dec,
10, 1908, consideration $500. Conveys
lot on north side of Bridge street.
Quit Claim Deeds.
Peter J. Basleer to Laura A. Shaw,
Dec. 16, 1909, consideration $1. Con
veys lots on Bridge street
Ludwig W. Ilfeld, et ux, to Laua
A. Shaw, Dec. 16, 1909, consideration
$1. Conveys land on Bridge street.
Laura A. Shaw, et ux, to Ludwig
wm. Ilfeld, Dec. 16, 1909, consideration $1. Conveys land Is San Miguel
county.
Patent.
United States of America to
Jaramillo, Sept , 1907, consideration $1. Conveys 160 acres in section 32, township 14, range 26.
i
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MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
Brotherhood ha'.l every second and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
run. Visiting brothers always welDavid
come to the wigwam.
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
H.
Davis,
Walte
sachem;
rilnt,
beside this: "1 warit to go on record
ot
chief of records and collector
as saying that I regard Electric Bitwampum.
ters as one ot the greatest gifts that
God has made to woman," writes Mrs.
4. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645, O. Khlnevauh, of Vestal Center, N. Y.
'I an never forget what It has done
(. O. B. B. Meets every first
for me." This
of the month in the venr
glorious medicine
room ot Temple Monteflore, Doug- gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
of
and Jubilant health. It quicklas avenue and Ninth street Visit- ly body
cures nervousness, sleeplessness,
ing brothers are cordially invited. uelaneholy, headache, backache, faint-inand disz spells; soon builds up
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them.
J. S. Raisin, secretary.
50c at all dugglst.
WJED

la

Wed-aesda- y

?

-
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A man who can't tie a
may be a good hand at binding a
bargain.
four-in-ha-

: I

;

:
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For A Lame Back
When you have pains or lameness
In the back bathe the parts with
Chamberlain's Liniment twice a day,
massaging with the palm of the hand
for five minutes at each application.
Then dampen a piece of flannel slightly with this liniment and bind It on
over the seat of pain, and you may
be surprised to see how quickly the
lameness disappears. . For sale by all
dealers.
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THE MOST

THE MARKET
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A BOX OF
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El Arabe Cigars

A.

.;
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MOST WELCOME XMAS GIFT

O L'? ;
"
AGBEST
Elsendrath's Celebrated Glows and Kittens

e.
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Clear

Horse Hide and all the Best Skins procurable. '

Tha Kind that Wear

To be had in all

up-t-

r

,

date stores.
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.Vegas, New Mexico
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Pat

Could yer give a man a Job,

yer honor?
Barber Well, you can repaint this
pole for me.
Pat Be Jabers, I can, sor, if you"l
tell me where to buy the striped
paint. Punch.

'''
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"What do you want for Christmas,
father?"
"Going to gimme a useful eift. as
usual, I s'pose?"
"Surely you do not object to & use
ful gift?"
"Not at all. Make It a ton of coal."
Washington Herald.
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M.m

Yoga; N.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
Peoom, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Jtf. Trinidad, Oolorado

BAIM

Best Farm Wagon mzt.S'-

WAGONS, the
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NAVAJO CLAEXETS

Retail Prices:
j,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
300 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibti
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery,
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA
Harvesters,
famous.
'

Office:

PUI

torew and
b
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DistribuiaoCifattiial Jg$&

70 Douglas
.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seeds and Seeders

Nina-tpnth-

That Dull Feeling After Eating
have used Chamh?rlin'a atnm.
and Liver- Tablets for
W4MV
can testify that they have done
me more gooa than any tablets I have
ever used. Mr trouhla wna a h.m
dull feeling after eating. David Free- mau, ivempi, xova sscotia.- - These tablets strengthen the tnmncii on im
At a Christmas dinner in Wash prove the digestion. They also reg
ulate tne liver
bowels.
They
ington a statesman who bad been are far superior and
to Dills hilt poof nn
much in the public eye was called up-- : more. Get a free
on after the meal to make a little lers ana see what asample at all dea
splendid medicine
it is.
speech. He arose and began.
"You have been'givine your atten
tion so far to a turkey stuffed with
Don't'tarry for a Job as letter car.
sage. You are now about to give your rler unleBs you are willing to follow
attention to a sage stuffed with tur directions. ,
key." Judge.
For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
"Speaking of accommodating hotel
The intensa itchinn
managers," continued Mr. Morgan, of these ailments is almost
instantly
"the best I ever met was in a small allayed by Chamberlain's Salve.
Mnnv
western town. 'I reached the hotel severe cases hare been cured
by it
late in the evening. Just before I For sale by all dealers.
.

'

and PELTS

III

"You should insist," said the doc
tor, "on your boy's accustoming him
self to cold baths."
"I don't have to insist," answered
the worried father. "He'll be out When two girls are said to resem- skating before the ice is an eighth ble each other they are both horrihiv
of an inch thick." Washington Star. disappointed when they meet.
-

(Incorporated)

WOOL, HIDES

to-d-

Health Is More Expensive Than
Any Cure
This country is now filipii urith r.n.
pie who migrate across the continent
in an directions seeking that which
a
gold cannot buv.
nf th
are suffering from throat an i..
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
nuiu uegiectea colds, and spending
fortunes vainly trying to regain
lost
health. Could every sufferer but undo the past and cure that first neglected cold, all this
anxiety- and exnensa cnuM Iiqva.
uuavw MlVU
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Rem- euy is tamous ror its cures of colds,
and can always be depended upon.
Use It and the more serlonn rtlaoaoo
may ba avoided. For sale by all dea
lers.

CO.

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

well-behave- d

"When I got homa yesterday
I
found that my wife had gone home
to her mother."
"You did? What did you do?"
"Oh, I just hurried over there and
had a good meal, too." Detroit Free
Press.

and

GROSS KELLY f

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs'and Patent Medicines
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

J
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Headquarters In the Territory for

Pw, Agricultural
fUll

LINE OF

MEXICAN

Opera

implements
AEldLE

SOAP

Bar--

But

'

Rabat's Draught
.,on:jqp
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S'KET BALL
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GAME STARTS 3:30 P. M.
ADMI8SIOIM
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flour a year now and the only complaint we ever
had was made by a family who had te n using tbte
other so called high patemed fllours. Tbey said
it made the bread su goi d that they med tou much
flour. Can you beat that? Try a sack and be
convinced at 3 our grocers. If he offeis you something just as good oi better, phone us as we know
it h..s a ftw equals and no superiors. T) en loo,
if you u e Graham flour, Whole Wheat flour, or
Corn Meal flour, ask for ihe Las Tegas product as
we warrant them strictly high class, and freshly
made.

Phone Main

.

.

J?R'

131.

SELECTION

not only for the present, but
for
also
the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or- fllls important,

1

derDti
t

X4,-

V--

"

,S.1 Chicairo.

J

National Bank

KSispeiiatteoMB V

,

fvlISO'

"

r

,Ji

rJ2NT
E. D.

TaV

7'
KAYTJ0LD9,

J

SJEFFERSON

President.
1I.M 1 RAYNOLFiS. Ass't Cashier

RA YNOl.DS.
H

Cashier.

D. W. CONDON
All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood
,

Phone Main

V

21

dance at ,Mrs. , O'BTien'a,
FOR RENT Piano. Low rates. In
Saturday afternoon from 3 until 5
quire at Chas. Ilfeld Co.

at Opera

Christmas
To You and

Foot of Main St.

May the

And

A Happy New Year

Day be a Happy
One to yous
Happy to
Those Whose ,

Happiness
Depends on.
Yours
Is the Wish of

II
1

Grocers

la

f?

4 m

--

II

II
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PWS

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.

Boucher's

sweet voices. The musical program
this evening has been watched with
keen Interest by those who attend
the midnight service at the West
Side Catholio church.
Wonderful assortment
of Christmas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn-ham'712 Fifth street.

i

"THE COFPtiE

M.AJN"

-

OPEN ALL. WINTER.
Everybody has a good time at the
mountain resort, famous for Its- The members of the Epworth 'bountiful table, comfort and health-Leagu- e
Carriage out Saturdays,
of the Methodist church will fulness.
give a social on Monday evening at Leave orders at Murphey's.
which a good time is assured. Mem
bers, friends and strangers are all
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, Md
cordially invited to. attend this
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. '
a,

HARVEY'S

.Dr. Mitchell Miller, the osteopath,
Try a dram of Oid Taylot bourboa
now has his office and residence at
800 National.
Office houra, 2 to 6 at the Opera bar. Served trout barrels ob the bar.
p. m. Phone Main 175.
Caratair's rye served at the Antlers
There will be Christmas exercises
in the First Baptist church at 7; 30 only.
o'clock this evening. There will be
The best draft beer in th city. At
a Christmas tree and all its accessor--1
les. All members of the church and The Lobby, of course.
Sunday school are urged to attend.
If possible, bring some gift or offer- , Rabat's draught beer on Up only
ing for the cause of city missions.
at Opera bar.
Good old Punch at the Opera Bar

day and night.

Everybody reads The Optic.

t

For a, Useful
May 19 10 and the Years that
Follow Bring You

Health, Happiness and
,

Christmas Present
Visit the Boston Clothing House

Prosperity

And Select from the Following:

Las;Vegas
Steam Laundry
MAIN 81

A fine overcoat
A gcod suit of clothes
;s
A stylish hat
of
shoes
, A good pair
A comfortable bathrobe
7A handsome house coat
A fine leather suit case
A pair house slippers
or hand bag
A pair silk suspenders
'
A pair dress glovesbuckles
silver
w,ith
--

-

,

'

AMEHRY
,

Christmas

Orders

Christmas

M

Groccro, Bulctterv nnd Bkcrm
i

IC.

A Merry

Wish
You
A V
Merry
Christmas

All of Us at

STEARNS

UU1D

PHONE MAIN 107

We

Bar

A Merry Christmas

111

SXS

SIXTH STREET

Opera Bar will serve Punch tomor
Winter apples delivered at your row Christmas.
home for two cents a pound. Call
Olive 5052.
Something new all the time. We
buy and sell every day. May & Hlle,
Mrs. Manuelita V. de Lucero and Bridge street.
Antonio Lopez made, final proof yesProf. J. S. Hofer and Prof. Frank
terday on their homestead entries in
San Miguel county, before R. L. M. Carroon, both of the
faculty of the
Ross, U. S. court commissioner.
New Mexico Normal University, will
leave tomorrow evening for Roswell
soon. Don't make any where they go to attend the annual
Coming
date for Jan. 20th. More later. "Bill." convention of the New Mexico Educa
tional association.
Both have prom
Among the happiest men to receive inent places on the program.
Christmas presents this year la Max
Nordhaus, who was presented with a
Miss Louise Sporleder, daughter of
bouncing baby boy this morning by C. H.
Sporleder, departs this even
was
Max
his wife.
stepping lightly
ing for Tucson, Ariz., where ahe will
today and treating all his friends to visit
for two weeka as the guest of
good cigars. .
her sister, Mrs. L. H. Hoff meister, and
brother Edward Sporleder, both of
Foreclosure of mortgage was made whom are now
making their homes in
yesterday by the Aetna Building and Tucson.
San
E.
E.
Loan "'association against
ford of Clayton. Judgment was renAmong those who will assist In the
dered in favor of the Aetna Building
and Loan association in the sum of musical program at the West Side
Catholic church at midnight mass to
night will be the Misses Estella Cayot, Ella and Marguerite Bernard. Miss
Cayot will be the organist, while the
Misses Bernard will render Vocal se
lections. Miss Cayot is an accom
plished Instrumental musician and
both Misses Bernard' posses very

Gill

ake Graafy

Bacharach's will give away 40 tur
Be sure to meet me in Las Vegas
keys this evening at 9 o'clock. Be on Jan. 20th. Very Important.- - Letter
hand and get your turkey.
follows. "Bill."

Yours

US WEOAS, NtW MEXICO,
blTAL ami Ji: PLUS $130.000 00.
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WIU1

1

p

..

' Matinee

VUVCIO

S3

i

their work.

afternoon and evening.

A Merry

WJ.MITE YOUR BUSINESS

jaK

"big money

Jfi

HOME

kJUCVUU.

$g.

re
Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.
'
Pillow Top, Fancy Stamped Linens and an c
end'es variety in all House Linens.
$

SETS at Mackel's.

-

ganization.

--

METALOGRAPHTf

V1JUCJXC5

Linen.

shop.

OF A GOOD BANK

'

A full line of Linen Hemstitched Table Cloths
witn iNapKins to matcn.
fo A 'full iine of . BatUnberg Scarfs. Table
(Q

CENTS

The Rev. Samuel Blair, D. D., of Al
buquerque, who is superintendent of
the New Mexico English ' Mission of
George W. Armljo, probate clerk of the Methodist
Episcopal church, will
Santa Fe county, arrived In Las Vegas
at the Methodist church here
preach
to
the
Ancient
from
city last night
next Sunday morning and evening.
spend Christmas here with E. H. Sala-za- r
and family.
Winter apples delivered at your
home for two cents a pound. Call
Get the best at Nolette's barber Olive
6052.

LA.L.

&

LOCAL NEWS

Champagne Punch
Christmas.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

V

25 AND 50

A license to wed has been Issued
Listen for f.he mall carrier's whisClotllla Valencia, aged 22 years, a
tle tomorrow. Postmaster Blood earnresident of Rowe, N. M., and Felix
estly requests that' the patrons of LO
Valencia, aged 21 years, a resident of the
postofflce
respond promptly to SS
Pecos, N. M.
the carrier's whistle tomorrow. By
so doing you will greatly aid them in
Dance at Mrs. O'Brien's, Saturday

"O ur Pride"

'

t

WEATHER REPORT
$1275.00. An order was given for tha
December 23, 1909
sale of certain business property be
Temperature Maximum, 41; mini- longing to Sanford.
Sg
mum, 7;, range 34.
Forecast Tonight fair and colder.
FOR SALE Remington
LO
Saturday fair.
Inquire Optic office.
w2

We Have Been Making

x.

v

Xmas Presents

TOMORROW AFTEmWOii

..

-

Is CDe Store s

FOR USEFUL

at the Anr.ionr

4Ike Davis"

A

St

0)is

'

SCHOOL

LA8 VEGAS HIGH. SCHOOL

send trust thaa by
your kind consider-atio- n
of, others that
you will deserve it

VY

0

vs

Merry Christmas

'

HIGI

ALBUQUERQUE

We wish you

24, 1909

A

pretty tie

;

'

And numerous other serviceable

articles which would make splendid

Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 27b
-

Tho Boston, Clothing Jaucc
M. GREiMEERGlR, Prop.

